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Descriptive Summary

Title: Ericson Photograph Collection,
Date (inclusive): ca 1885-1930
Collection number: HUMCO F868 H8 E7
Creator: Ericson, A. W. (Augustus William), 1848-1927
Ericson, Edgar
Extent: 497 items
Repository: Humboldt State University Library.
Arcata, CA 95521

Abstract: The Ericson Collection depicts a wide variety of everyday northwest California scenes and activities from the 1880s through the 1920s. Lumber industry, Native Americans, city and village street scenes (primarily Arcata), Schools, portraits, and scenic views are the featured subjects of this collection. The primary photographer represented is A.W. Ericson with some by his son and business partner, Edgar. More information about this collection can be found at http://library.humboldt.edu/humco/infoservices/humco/holdings/ericson.htm.

Physical location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the library's online catalog.
Language: English.

Access
Restricted originals. Use digital facsimiles or selected viewing prints only.

Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to the Humboldt State University Library. To obtain permission to publish or to reproduce in any format, please contact the Special Collections Librarian.
Copyright restrictions also apply to digital representations of the original materials. Use of digital files is restricted to research and educational purposes.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Ericson Photograph Collection, Humboldt State University Library.

Acquisition Information
Gifted to Humboldt State University beginning in 1964 by Mrs. Ella Bryan and others.

Digital Representations Available
Digital representations of all original glass plate negatives are available as a part of the Container List of the finding aid. Digital image files were captured from originals by Octavo (http://www.octavo.com).

Funding
This project was supported in part by the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services under the provisions of the Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the State Librarian.

Biography
Augustus William Ericson (1848-1927) was born in Orebro, Sweden. At age eleven he started a printing apprenticeship, the same business his father was in, and later had an apprenticeship in the dry goods business. When he was eighteen Ericson, without his parent's approval, left Sweden and came to the United States. He first took a job in Chicago and then found work in a logging operation in Michigan.

A.W. (Gus) Ericson took up photography in about 1879 after he had lived in Humboldt County for nine years. From 1869 - 1876 he lived in Trinidad while working in the Hooper Brothers lumbering enterprise and then in a retail store. Ericson's logging and mill experience gave him a familiarity with the industry that worked to his advantage when he later photographed woods workers, timberlands, and logging technology.

In 1876 he settled in Arcata and started a career as the proprietor of a series of retail businesses. The nature of products and services he marketed changed over the years; first it was pharmaceutical and stationery, later it was a printing service, and eventually it was solely photography. Family members joined the ventures. His brother Richard Ericson (1843 - 1924) joined A.W. upon his arrival from Sweden in 1882. Later Augustus' son, Edgar, (1887 - 1961) joined the business. As Ericson entered retirement Edgar and his sister, Ella Ericson Bryan, took over the business and maintained the Ericson And Company until 1955.

The publication Eureka and Humboldt County by the R.M. Thompson & Co., published around 1896 notes, on page 89, that Richard was also considered a photographer. Newspaper accounts in the Arcata Union during 1908 begin mentioning that Ed (Edgar) was also taking photographs. Earlier accounts noted that Ed accompanied his father on photo taking excursions and later accounts continue noting that Ed was taking photographs. Although Richard and Edgar did take photographs A.W. is the one credited with the vast majority of the images taken outside the studio and as the one with the artistic talent.

Ericson's work was widely published and appreciated during his lifetime. His images of industries, agriculture, and businesses were used for fairs and expositions, school books, literary publications, and civic promotional purposes. Ericson photography is the subject of two books authored by photohistorian Peter Palmquist. Extensive biographical information and northwest California cultural information putting Ericson's work in historical context is available in each, especially Photographers of the Humboldt Bay Region, A.W. Ericson. These works have provided most of the information for this brief biographical note and researchers will find considerable information by consulting these sources

Edith Butler, MA, C.A.

Scope and Content
The Ericson Photograph Collection (Accession # 1999.02.) is comprised of the 497 glass plate negatives attributed to the A.W. Ericson Co. and predecessor and successor names. It depicts a wide variety of northwest California scenes and activities from circa 1880 - circa 1925. Street and town scenes, lumber industry, Native American life and ceremonies, shipbuilding, Schools, Celebrations, landscapes, and portraits are the featured subjects of this collection. The collection is especially rich in its portrayal of northern Humboldt County. The primary photographer is Augustus William Ericson.

Ella Ericson Bryan (A.W. Ericson's daughter) donated this collection of glass plate negatives to Humboldt State University Library in two parts. The first one, of approximately 130 negatives, was donated around 1964 and the second one about 1970.

Humboldt State University Library's efforts to make these images available to the public date back to 1965. By that time the effort to make new prints and 35mm negatives for the images in the first donation was underway. The next effort extended from the early 1970s to the mid 1980s when most of the images in the second donation were copy printed and new 4"x 5" negatives made. However the finishing steps of organizing these for researcher use were never completed.

In 1999 grant funds from the Library Services and Technology Act made it possible to assess the entire collection and to prepare the negatives for archival storage. As it became evident that copy prints and copy negatives for the vast majority
of the collection already existed a decision was made to go forward with the long-term goal of digitizing the collection and making the images available on the world wide web through the Online Archive of California. Finishing the organizing of the unprocessed copy prints and copy negatives was woven into this expanded project. The various numbers that were assigned to many of the images in previous organizing efforts have been noted in the database records.

In addition to the collection described in this finding aid the Humboldt State University Library holds several dozen additional Ericson images in copy print format. These are arranged by broad subject headings and are available in the Library’s Humboldt Room.

During the early 1970s a renewed interest in Ericson’s work began and many of his images have been published since that time. This is due largely to the fortunate coincidence of Peter Palmquist’s (then Humboldt State University’s campus photographer) growing interest in historical photographs and the Ericson family’s gift of the glass plate negatives to the University. Ericson’s contribution to the region’s historical record has been repeatedly acknowledged. His images of lumbering, Native Americans and town life are widely studied and admired. It should be noted, however, that some of the images of Native American persons and events deal with cultural and ceremonial matters and are thus considered to be sensitive.

Since Ericson’s images of Native Americans are in continuous demand for documentation and illustrative purposes a few comments about Ericson’s work with Native Americans may be useful. At least two sources indicate that Ericson paid Indians to allow themselves to be photographed. A footnote in Pearsall’s History and Genealogy of The Pearsall Family in England and America (p.1625) states:

“All of the Indian pictures relating to the Klamath River were taken by A.W. Ericson of Arcata, Humboldt County, California, from ten to fifteen years later than my stay on that river. During my visit it would not have been possible to have taken the pictures on account of their being superstitious and it was with great difficulty and the gifts of large sums of money that Mr. Ericson was able to get a few pictures. Some of them even after they had severally received from him as much as sixty dollars ran away and kept the money.”

A notice in the September 16, 1893 issue of the Arcata Union reads:

“A.W. Ericson returned from a weeks trip to Hoopa Thursday. He procured a number of excellent views of the Red-Headed Woodpecker and White-Deer-Skin dances. Mr. Ericson had to pay them $5 before he could get a picture and then had to catch them on the jump....”

At times Ericson was inconsistent in his captions, and he was particularly so when it came to attributing geographic location and tribal affiliation for photographs of Indians. Lastly, in recent years researchers have puzzled over the photos of the “Jump Dance” being titled “Red Woodpecker Dance.” Perhaps the explanation for this misnaming can be traced to news accounts from the 1890s (Arcata Union September 9, and 16, 1893) and to articles such as the one by Winifred S. Fry which was published in a 1904 issue of Out West where these images’ captions give the ceremony that name.

Unfortunately the time constraints of the project did not allow for additional research. Sources listed in the Bibliography will be helpful in researching Ericson and his era in northwest California. Any corrections or additional information regarding the collection are invited and should be made to the Special Collections Librarian at the Humboldt State University Library.

**Condition**

After cleaning, the glass plate negatives were housed in double-scored glass plate negative folders of acid free and lignin free paper. The condition of the image itself ranges from nearly perfect to seriously deteriorated. Every negative was digitized regardless of condition. All of the glass plate negatives were retained and are now in permanent archival storage.

Thirty-eight glass plate negatives (primarily 1999.02.0466-0497) were either broken or so severely cracked that repair was necessary before digitizing could occur. After cleaning they were reassembled and placed between two new and clean pieces of picture glass. These materials were held together by archival quality pressure sensitive linen tape. When viewed online the tape is visible at the edges of the images. In one image (1999.02.0472) pieces of emulsion were completely or partially separated from the glass and by reassembling the pieces we have been able to recover the image.

**Digitizing**

The digitizing was performed by Octavo ([http://www.octavo.com/](http://www.octavo.com/)) in Oakland, California, as follows:

**Imaging specifications:**

Camera system: Octavo Digital Imaging Laboratory v1.4, lighting configured for glass plate negatives.

Image specification: 6000 x 8000 pixels at 24-bit (RGB).

Color specification: ICC Color profile with custom per-image density levels.

File format specification: Uncompressed TIF 6.0.

Archive media: Archival grade CD-R supplied by Matsui (phthalocyanine dye with silver reflector).

Archive format: ISO/HSF hybrid CD-ROM.
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Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.

Subjects
Photography--California--Humboldt County--History.
Photographers--California--Humboldt County--History.
California--Pictorial works.
Humboldt County (Calif.)--History--Pictorial works.
Humboldt County (Calif.)--History.

Guide To Item Level Description
To facilitate use of the collection the images are grouped by geographic region as shown at: http://library.humboldt.edu/infoservices/humboldt.jpg. Descriptive information, comments, and previous numbers for each image have been entered into an Access database. Information entered into the database was taken from the image itself, notes on the back of prints, envelopes, and the archivist's knowledge of the region as follows:

Title:
Titles were taken from the image itself, the envelope, a copy negative where it included the studio's original title, or were supplied by the project archivist. Titles not directly attributable to the photographer's studio are bracketed []. If the source of the title is unknown it is indicated by [/unknown]. Titles created by the project archivist during processing are simply bracketed [].

Photographer:
Photographer is listed as Ericson. A.W. Ericson's name often appears on an image and it is widely believed that he took the majority of the images. Newspaper and other accounts indicate that both Edgar and Richard Ericson took photos but there is no certainty as to exactly which ones were taken by these other family members.

Photographer's Number:
These numbers usually appear on the negative, but in a few instances they were taken from prints.

Date:
Most of the images are undated.

Physical Description and Dimensions:
This refers to the original negative. Black and white is abbreviated as "b&w". Dimensions are given in inches. In addition to condition, damage is noted by "cr" for cracked, "cc" for chipped corner, "bc" for broken corner and "br" for broken.

Subject/Genre:
Subject terms and geographical place names were drawn primarily from lists already in use in the Library's Humboldt County Collection. When necessary new subject and genre terms were added using Place Names of Humboldt County, California by Dennis Turner, Library of Congress Subject Headings and Thesaurus for Graphic Materials (1995) by the Prints and Photographs Division of the Library of Congress. (The term "Essex" has been used to include Vance's lands up Lindsey Creek watershed.)

Names:
Most individuals are unidentified. More information is available for the portraits of Native Americans and for members of the Ericson family than for any other group of images. When a name is known it is recorded in this field and/or there may be a note in the Comments field. These names are not included in the List of Photographs, rather they are listed separately in the Related Works section of the finding aid.

Region:
To assist users in locating images from broad geographic areas a region designation has been assigned. Numerical values are given to nine areas of Humboldt County, defined primarily by watershed, and eight values are given to describe other geographical locations. This region categorization is also used in other photographic collections both at the HSU Library and at the Humboldt County Historical Society. A map portraying these regions is accessible at http://library.humboldt.edu/infoservices/humboldt.jpg. Note that the images are grouped in this finding aid by the assigned region designation.

Previous Numbers:
During this processing project the glass plate negatives were given a 1999.02.---- number. Previously assigned numbers are noted in this field.

Comments:
Additional information about image content is noted in this field. The source of this information is noted in this field in parentheses at the end of the other comments.

One group of images has comments too lengthy to include in the "comments" field. These are images of Arcata taken from the hill now occupied by Humboldt State University. These images were annotated by G.W. Ripley and give a description of the view from his home which was near where the images were taken. They are 1999.02.0075, 1999.02.0143, 1999.02.0152, and 1999.02.0390. 1999.02.0169 was also taken from the same location. Ripley's annotations are quoted here just as they were written on the prints.

"No. 1
from left to right white streak is sidewalk that runs up to State Nor[mal] big stump laying below walk is about 16ft through & about 30 ft long roots & all, white spot in trees is one of our neighbors house roof & then 2 old snags on the hill about 250 or 275 high about 16 or 18 ft through & then GW Ripleys Henhouse Horse & Barn just the upper part of the house cant see the lower storie or the kitchen, & then Ripleys hill & wood pile where he is clearing it off, & then our neighbor Molander down below comes Ensigns & Kjer. Kjers is the house with the white roof another Ensign in the little white house on the north of her, Mathews up on the hill south, & the Rooff of Arnsons up by the State Normal north by the Electric lite post, lay these all down as they are No. & keep the trees to match & you will have the view just about as you get it from G.W. Ripleys, Arcata Calif"
[The negative for this image is not held by HSU.]

"No. 2
no. 2 & no. 3 takes in the most of the town that we can see from here, & also the north end of Humboldt Bay, it is six miles across the bay south to Eureka you can see some white specks over the east wharf they are Houses in Eureka there are 2 wharfs the west one is over one mile long you cant see only just the tops of the business buildings down town so you can see that we live in the hub sub" [1999.02.0152]

"No. 3
the High school almost in center & first over the right hand of the H.S. you can see the flag pole of the Grammar School down on the lower part of town (west end of town) & the Arcata bottom on this & no 4. about 4 miles across it to the beach & it is about 8 miles long you can see the ranch Houses & the peninsula that runs down between the Bay & the Ocean. at the right hand upper corner is the place where they plant People if you will look abo [?] in from the right hand end through between the groves of trees you can see the Ocean." [1999.02.0390]

"No. 4
This is the north end of town and also the north end of the Arcata Bottom. we can see the ocean from our house here about 12 or 14 miles along the beach was the clearest this morning that I ever saw. could see every house in Eureka as plane as you can see Arcata on these Pictures this the 7 day of May 1916 the black is the shadow of the state normal so you see you have the full circle it will go on either end but don't match either way look these over & show them to the Bro.s & sister of ours & then send them to Rosses & tell them to send them back to G.W. Ripley Arcata Humboldt Co Calif"
[1999.02.0075]
[unnumbered]

"We have a better view of this building from our house than this is. This picture will go on either end of the other 4 Pict but it doesn't match like the others do put this one on to no-1- with the sidewalk to match the one no-1- or better put the tops of the trees to match. & you will see that we live 2 blocks South and 2 blocks East. All of the
entrance from the court no outside doors"

[Last portion of text and diagram pertains to the temporary building at Humboldt State Normal]

A.W. Ericson Photography: A Chronology

Susie Van Kirk, Historical Resources Consultant, compiled this chronology in February 2001. It consists of exact quotes from the following newspapers:

Arcata Union (AU)
Blue Lake Advocate (BLA)
Daily Humboldt Standard (DHS)
Del Norte Record (DNR)
Ferndale Enterprise (FE)

AU (4 Jan. 1890)  Gus Ericson took views from the top of Falk's house which will probably be on exhibition at his store soon.

AU (3 May 1890)  A.W. Ericson, our photographer, has furnished the Union with the North Fork school, taken while standing on a Redwood stump at that place. The stump is 22 feet in diameter, upon which there are 42 children standing. It is a lively picture.

AU (28 Feb. 1891)  A.W. Ericson, the photographer, has some excellent views of Streets, private residences and business Houses of Arcata in his window.

FE (15 Jan. 1892)  A.W. Ericson gives photos to paper's editor of Freshwater logging train, composed of locomotive, tender and 24 cars loaded with immense redwood logs and of Arcata Wharf, moored to which are several schooners taking on cargoes of redwood lumber.

AU (23 Jan. 1892)  A.W. Ericson and Brother have a large lot of very fine California views, which make most elegant presents to send home.

AU (16 April 1892)  In the window of the Ericson Brothers, among other fine scenic photographs, may be seen a most excellent one of the Arcata Creamery. Mr. Ericson is now an expert in the science of photography.

AU (3 Sept. 1892)  A.W. Ericson, who has become somewhat noted for scenic photography, will soon start on a trip through the southern portion of the county, taking photographs of scenery, buildings, etc. for the World's Fair Association....

FE (9 Sept. 1892)  A.W. Ericson, who is traveling through southern Humboldt taking photographs for the county's World's Fair Association, photographed Hugh Smith's three immense oxen last Thursday. One of these Animals weighs a little over 2300 pounds.

AU (15 Oct. 1892)  Among the excellent collection of photographic views taken by A.W. Ericson is a very fine one of the new Table Bluff lighthouse.

AU (28 Jan. 1893)  Among the many elegant photographic views taken by Ericson is one of the new four master, Jane L. Stanford, the largest wooden vessel ever built in California. It is a beauty, and we are pleased to state that large orders have been received for copies of the picture.

AU (6 May 1893)  Mr. L.C. Tuttle, ranch man near Garberville, was here on Wednesday. Mr. Tuttle raised the fine band of steers that passed through town on Sunday last on the way to Vance's on Mad River. He went out Wednesday in company with Ericson to have a photograph of the band. [17 head of work oxen]

FE (19 May 1893)  Photographer Ericson of Arcata was in the valley Saturday and Sunday taking photographs of different buildings and scenes for the World's Fair. He photographed the Humboldt Creamery at Arlynda Sunday morning.

FE (2 June 1893)  A.W. Ericson, Arcata photographer, has our thanks for two very fine pictures--one of the Russ Building and the other of Ferndale.

AU (9 Sept. 1893)  A.W. Ericson and Fred Mager left for Hoopa Wednesday for a five days trip. Mr. Ericson has gone to secure some views of the Red-Headed-Wood-Pecker dance which commenced last Saturday. The dance lasts 10 days and all the able bodied bucks from the country round engage in it. They commence at the upper end of the valley and dance at every Indian ranch until the lower end is reached after which they finish on the Klamath. It is danced every two years, the white deer skin dance occurring in the odd years.

AU (16 Sept. 1893)  A.W. Ericson returned from a weeks trip to Hoopa Thursday. He procured a number of excellent views of the Red-Headed Woodpecker and White-Deer-Skin dances. Mr. Ericson had to pay them $5 before he could get a picture and then had to catch them on the jump. About 600 Indians and squaws attended but only about 60 bucks danced.

AU (23 Sept. 1893)  A.W. Ericson has presented this office with two handsome photos of the recent Indian dance in Hoopa valley.
AU (30 Dec. 1893) The Humboldt county pamphlet contains good pictures of Devlin's tannery, the creamery, the Methodist Church, a bird's eye view of Arcata, Geo Zehndner's wheat field, the schoolhouse, the Mad River quarry, a train load of logs at Bayside, Isaac Minor, Jr.'s combination bull donkey, the Arcata wharf, the dyeing machine at work near town and pictures of all the Mad River Mills and scenes in the logging woods above and near Arcata are reproduced.....The price is 50 cents per copy and 10 cents postage will send it to any part of the United States or Canada.

AU (28 April 1894) A.W. Ericson succeeded in taking some splendid photographic views of the steamer Pomona as she entered bay last Sunday, conveying the Native Sons to Eureka, took three pictures from steamer Silva.

AU (18 May 1894) On Sunday morning 39 wheelmen from Eureka made their appearance in Arcata and stopped long enough in the Plaza for Ericson to take a photo of their handsome faces. Then they went on to Vances on Mad River.....

BLA (7 Sept. 1894) A.W. Ericson, H.O. Meyers and Carl Wass of Arcata returned from a trip to Hoopa valley where they went to attend the "white deer skin" dance by the Indians. Mr. Ericson had his photographic apparatus along and took views of the aborigines while dancing. They said the Indians seem to have a "high you" big time there.

AU (14 Sept. 1895) A.W. Ericson and Sylvester Myers returned from Hoopa on Monday, where they had been to take in the white deer skin dance, which the Indians have held every year since the whites first knew them. Mr. Ericson obtained some views of the Indians in dancing costume.

AU (26 Oct. 1895) Some fine photos of the late white deer skin Indian dance at Hoopa are displayed in the Ericson Bros. window.

AU (15 Feb. 1896) Ericson has displayed in his window a picture of the power room of the electric light works. The engine and the two dynamos show up quite plainly.

AU (20 June 1896) The Alliance dairymaids were "photoed" by Ericson one day this week. The young ladies looked quite charming in their bright costumes.

AU (20 June 1896) Ericson caught two excellent pictures of the crowd with Mad River Billy and his trainers in racing attitude in the foreground.

AU (8 Aug. 1896) A.W. Ericson has returned from a trip to the lower Klamath, where he went to procure photos of Indians and scenic views. A dance was in progress when he arrived there, the dance known as the red-headed woodpecker dance, in which the Indians adorn their heads with crowns of the woodpecker scalp. Next to the white deer skin, the woodpecker scalp is the most highly prized of Indian values. The Indians generally have a holy horror of being photoed, and when they sit at all for pictures, the privilege is based altogether on a cash consideration. Photographers are regarded as their natural enemy, and the approach of a "picture man" to one of their camps, particularly if a dance happens to be in progress, is generally an occasion for threatened hostilities against the pale face. Ericson was warned by a "friend," an Indian, not to approach the dance camp. But he was onto the scheme. The "friend" was an Indian boss, and could pacify the Indians for $5. Ericson struck a bargain with him and procured two fine pictures of the Indians in costume. He also got some fine views of the lower Klamath and of the lagoons between there and Trinidad.

AU (3 Oct. 1896) Some Fine Displays at the late Eureka Fair—A.W. Ericson received first prize for his display of landscape photographs of the county. He had all his best pictures on exhibition and one could always find a crowd looking at them.

AU (24 July 1897) The undersigned has opened a photo tent on the east side of the Plaza in Arcata, where he will be prepared to do portrait photography. Popular work and prices. A.W. Ericson.

AU (11 Sept. 1897) The photographic views of Ericson at the Fair (Eureka Mechanical and Agricultural Fair) attract much attention.

FE (7 Dec. 1897) Last issue of Scientific American contains illustration from an Ericson photo of the big tree from Vances sent to Wm. W. Aster in London.

AU (12 March 1898) The Arcata Cash Store has on exhibition in their windows a couple of photos, taken by Ericson, of operations in their bolt camps. The pictures show a couple of immense trees being worked up into bolts.

AU (18 Feb. 1899) The February number of the Windsor Magazine, published in London, contains...nine of the finest redwood photographs ever produced, and they all bear the name of our fellow citizen, A.W. Ericson, who since the exhibition of his collection at the World's Fair of 1893 has received orders from all corners of the globe for his justly celebrated views....

FE (2 May 1899) A.W. Ericson, Arcata 's famous landscape photographer, was called to Vances new camp last Wednesday to take views of a mammoth redwood that was felled in the redwoods there that morning. Neil Crowley and Ben Mattress leveled the giant, which measured 20 feet in diameter.
The Feb-March number of the Windsor Magazine, published in London, contains a general write-up of the redwood forests of California, which is profusely illustrated with half-tones. The article contains views of the finest redwood photographs ever produced and they all bear the name of our fellow citizen A.W. Ericson, who, since the exhibition of his collection at the World's Fair 1893, has received orders from all corners of the globe of his justly celebrated views. Two of the photos (show Cullberg) and Foreman Chaffey felling a tree 22 feet in diameter, and the inscription beneath it reads: "felled with axes, because no saw was long enough to cut through it."

A.W. Ericson, Arcata’s famous landscape photographer, was called to Vances new camp on Wednesday to take views of a mammoth redwood that was felled in the woods there that morning. Neil Crowley and Ben Mattress leveled the giant, which measured 20 feet in diameter.

The Crescent City News says that A.W. Ericson of Arcata has rented the Record Photograph Gallery at that place and will for a short time take stamp photos, 35 of the same in seven different positions for 50 cents.

Giant redwood logged at Vance's on Lindsey Creek, photo by Ericson, 300 feet high; 16.5 feet in diameter.

In a private note to this office from A.W. Ericson, who is doing photography work at Crescent City, the gentleman informs us that he is doing well.

A.W. Ericson, who has been in the photograph business in Crescent City for some months past, returned this week.

A.W. Ericson of Arcata left on the last Del Norte for Coos Bay.

A.W. Ericson, the photographer, writes from Bandon that he is rushed with work.

A.W. Ericson, who has been in the photograph business at Marshfield, Oregon for the past six months, arrived home this week to spend the holidays with his family.

A.W. Ericson, Arcata’s scenic photographer, is doing the photo business at Hoopa for a few weeks.

Crescent City News—A.W. Ericson, the photographer, accompanied by his son, Edgar, will take passage on the Del Norte next week for San Pedro. Mr. Ericson came here from Arcata several weeks ago and has been doing quite an extensive business in the picture line, besides buying up Indian baskets for shipment to the East. He was also employed by Isaac Minor to take a series of views of redwood forests on Smith River and Mill Creek, recently purchased by that gentleman. We have some of the views in this office, compliments of Ericson and Son and pronounce them first-class. They have our thanks and best wishes for future success.

A.W. Ericson and son Eddie, who have been absent from Arcata for nearly a year in the southern part of the state doing photographic work, arrived home this week.

A.W. Ericson of Arcata has opened a photo tent near the Catholic Church, Blue Lake, for a few days only and all those wishing to have their pictures taken should take advantage of this opportunity.

A.W. Ericson, the Arcata photographer, took some nice views of several new buildings on the hill last week and has laid on our table several handsome views for which he has our thanks.

Fine Views—A.W. Ericson, Arcata’s well-known photographer, has been taking some fine scenic views of Arcata and surrounding country. They were snapped from the roof of the Falk house and take in on the east the Morgan home, and the country about Jacoby Creek, while the next one takes in the moulding mill, barrel factory, and the country lying towards Eureka. There are two more views to this set of pictures that take in southwest Arcata and Bay district and several nice homes on the hill and the country lying between town and the peninsula. They are elegantly toned and would make a nice Christmas present for anyone absent from here. The photos are worth looking at and well worth having. Gus remembered this office with a set of the views and has our thanks for the same.

A.W. Ericson has the thanks of this office of a fine photograph of the interior of the Episcopal Church, which was taken during the time the Easter decorations were up. It is a remarkably clear picture and shows every detail of the beautiful lilies and other flowers.

A.W. Ericson, the local photographer, has just issued a number of souvenir postal cards with views of the redwoods of this county and of the Klamath and Hoopa Indians on them. They are for sale at the stores of C.E. Gillis and the photograph gallery. Several of the views were presented to this office and they are a very good way of advertising this county.

A.W. Ericson left interior photos of Episcopal Church Easter decorations at newspaper office.
About 300 photos of Humboldt scenes are being gotten out by Photographer Ericson of Arcata. The pictures are being made for J.A. Fanning of Eureka, who will take the photographs East with him in a short time.

Photographer A.W. Ericson visited the minor granite quarry near Warren Creek recently, in company with Isaac Minor, and took a number of fine views of the quarry. Mr. Greig has a cook, an engineer, and a crew of several men and considerable progress has been made toward getting out the mammoth granite blocks for the Minor mausoleum. One boulder which is at least thirty feet through has been split up and some immense slabs have been neatly shaped up. The plan is now to build a spur track up Warren Creek to the quarry and take the heavy slabs out in this way and bring them to Arcata over the A&M.R.R.

A.W. Ericson and son, Edward, will leave on Sunday, April 25th, for a months trip to San Francisco and other parts of the state. They will be at the battleship fleet reception in San Francisco and Mr. Ericson will undoubtedly secure a fine lot of pictures.

Ericson putting out post cards showing west and north sides of Plaza. Photos taken from Brizard Building by Ed Sept. 1908 Ericson.

Get Some Fine Views--A.W Ericson and son Ed returned from a trip to Crescent City on Tuesday after an absence of six days, leaving Arcata on the previous Wednesday. Mr. Ericson secured a number of good views among which were some pictures of Lake Earl Indians. He secured an excellent negative of old Mahatch and wife, who are claimed by those informed to be the oldest Indian couple in California. The squaw is totally blind and the Indian goes about on all fours like an animal. They had to be paid a good round sum before they would consent to pose, and then only after considerable "pow-wowing." The face of the old blind squaw is a study in wrinkles and the negative will make a fine postal card. Mr. Ericson secured a fine picture of an Indian maiden wearing her cap and full holiday regalia. It is very similar to the picture of the "Hoopa Queen" which Mr. Ericson has been so successful with. Ed Ericson also took a number of views with a similar camera, most of which will be used on postals.

A.W. Ericson and son Ed left on Friday for a six-week's trip to Los Angeles where they have taken a shipment of photos of Humboldt County views and Indian baskets and curios. They will put them on display and dispose of them to tourists who are generally eager for articles of this sort. The display of the pictures will be a good advertisement for the County.

A.W. Ericson has presented the Union office with a couple of views taken on this last pilgrimage to the Klamath. They were taken at Martin's Ferry and are gems of scenic photography, one is a view of the rugged old Klamath, looking towards the coast while the other is taken from up the stream looking towards the mouth of Pine Creek. The views are worthy of a place in any art collection and should be seen to be fully appreciated.

Photographer A.W. Ericson has left at this office a set of views recently taken by his son Ed at the site of the Humboldt Normal. The pictures are to be used in a pictorial catalogue for the Normal, now being printed at the state printing office and several cuts will be made of the Ericson pictures. One is a large panorama taken from the lower corner of the site showing the broad stretch of bottom land, bay and ocean, with Eureka and Arcata in plain view. The other picture is of the new building, showing students and faculty assembled in front and both cuts will prove valuable advertising features for the school.

Edgar Ericson has the thanks of the Union office for three fine postal views of the Arcata Plaza and H Street taken during the last day of the fair. It shows the street crowded with autos and indicates a busy day in the White City.

A.W. Ericson Company advertisement says that the company was established in Arcata in 1876 and the first photography began in 1879.

Ericson Photograph Collection: Bibliography


Arcata Union. Arcata Union, Inc.: Arcata , CA.


Inventory of the Ericson Photograph Collection, ca 1885-1930


Publications containing photographs that are in this collection and that were published during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Some of these contain biographical information about the photographers as well.


Region 00 Location not specified

[Large groups of people on the beach at the edge of town] Unknown 1999.02.0020

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9r29p03s

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Railroads
Cityscapes
People
Beaches
00

Comments:
Possibly Monterey area.

[Surf] Unknown 1999.02.0073

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7q2nb21d

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Seas
Beaches
00
[Elderly couple sitting next to a building] Unknown 1999.02.0222
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft658004b4
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Couple
00
Comments:
Either Humboldt or Del Norte County. See notes re Arcata Union article Oct. 17, 1908 in
Finding Aid.

[Three connected wooden buildings, middle one falling down] Unknown 1999.02.0369
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9c6006hx
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bicycles
Roads
Buildings
People
00

[Industrial operation with low unforested hills in the background] Unknown 1999.02.0418
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0f59n3pt
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
34
Landscapes
Buildings
00

Region 01 North and northeastern Humboldt Count

[View of Fort Gaston buildings and grounds] Unknown 1999.02.0026
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3s2002pb
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Landscapes
Buildings
People
01

[Elderly man standing in front of a traditional house] Unknown 1999.02.0028
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4p300388
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
Buildings
01
Scene on the Klamath Unknown 1999.02.0036
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f65779n70n
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
08
Indians
Portraits - Family
Animals
01
Comments:
Title taken from original print in the Genzoli Collection. Words on image: "Among the [?]". See also 1999.02.0123. Pre 1894 - reproduced in "Our Own Country."

[Indian leader, standing on river bank] 1899? 1999.02.0037
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f6779n7p9
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
Rivers
01
Comments:
Different image of same man (1999.02.0351) identifies him as Captain John. Information from Leslie Campbell, Hoopa Tribal Archivist, in Fall 1997 is that this man was a "Hupa leader of Madilding Rancheria."

View from Rattlesnake Rock, Orleans Unknown 1999.02.0038
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f9000067q
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
62
Landscapes
Orleans
Rivers
Buildings
Bird's-eye views
01
Comments:
Photographer's number is from a print.

Indian "Big Willis" Hoopa, California 1900? 1999.02.0049
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f738ns1n9
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
01
Comments:
Information from different images of same man. Ferryman at Hoopa crossing of Trinity River. Est. date - pre 1902. (copy print/negative caption)
[Baseball game at Hoopa] Unknown 1999.02.0050
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8q2nb2q2
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Landscapes
Sports
Buildings
People
01

Birdseye View of Weitchpec Unknown 1999.02.0052
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft867nb2fn
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
107
Farms and farming
Landscapes
Weitchpec
Buildings
Bird's-eye views
01
Comments:
Number on older print, on corner now broken off. Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." (copy print/negative caption)

Mouth of Salmon River/View of Orleans, Humboldt Co. Unknown 1999.02.0059
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft187000x3
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
101
Klamath River
Landscapes
Orleans
Rivers
Salmon River
01
Comments:
Photographer's second title from original print 3.

Scene at Hoopa Valley, Humboldt Co. [Scene at Fort Gaston, Humboldt County/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0067
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0580005r
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Landscapes
Rivers
Recreation
01
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
View of Willow Creek Unknown 1999.02.0078
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8h4nb2kp

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

Houses
Landscapes
Willow Creek
Rivers
Buildings

Comments:
Postcard version is cropped and has photographer's number: 68. Prints 1, 2 & 3 are "original."

[Woman in traditional ceremonial dress] Unknown 1999.02.0079
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8c6005ts

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

Hoopa
Indians
Portraits - Female

Birdseye View of Orleans/Scene in Humboldt. Co. Unknown 1999.02.0088
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3f59n5rr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

Farms and farming
Landscapes
Orleans
Villages
Bird's-eye views

Comments:
Photographer's number is from a print. Print 1 is "original." (copy print/negative

[Group of sixteen persons, a fawn, and a mule drawn cart] Unknown 1999.02.0100
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0000004g

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

Bicycles
Portraits - Group
Hoopa
Indians
Transportation
Animals

Comments:
"Bill" Lord's Mine Weitchpec Unknown 1999.02.0104
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f038n96s5
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
56
Landscapes
Mining
Weitchpec
People
01
Comments:
Photographer's number is from a print. (copy print/negative caption)

[Hoopa Valley Reservation buildings] Unknown 1999.02.0115
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f3n39n5w4
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Buildings
01

[Man standing in front of fenced house at Hoopa Valley Reservation] Unknown 1999.02.0116
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f5g5003tj
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Houses
Buildings
People
01

Scene at Hoopa Valley [Bird's eye view of Hoopa Valley] Unknown 1999.02.0119
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f02900053
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
76
Farms and farming
Hoopa
Landscapes
Rivers
Bird's-eye views
01
Comments:
Photographer's title from original print in the Genzoli Collection.
[People gathered in and around autos, two children on a donkey] Unknown 1999.02.0121 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7199n88k

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Autos
Roads
Willow Creek
Buildings
People
Animals
01

Comments:
Probably Willow Creek.

[Redwood Creek Indians/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0123 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1n39n4hb

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

Indians
Landscapes
Buildings
Portraits - Family
Animals
Redwood Creek
01

Comments:
See also 1999.02.0036.

[Small buildings on the Hoopa Valley Reservation] Unknown 1999.02.0135 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft887005r3

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

Hoopa
Landscapes
Buildings
01

[Elderly woman carrying burden basket full of wood] Unknown 1999.02.0142 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6r29n82r

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Hoopa
Indians
Portraits - Female
01

Comments:
Probably Hoopa.
[Hydraulic Mining, the equipment used and the changed riverbed] Unknown 1999.02.0144  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf667nb10t

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Mining
01

[Large group of boys and a few adults posing at the Hoopa Valley Reservation] Unknown 1999.02.0145  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf4c600326

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Portraits - Children
Buildings
01

[Bird's eye view of Hoopa Valley] Unknown 1999.02.0153  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf2r29n585

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Landscapes
Rivers
Bird's-eye views
01

[Elderly woman using a cane with a burden basket of wood] Unknown 1999.02.0159  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf909nb2zd

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
01


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Landscapes
People
01
Among the Indians in California [White Deer Skin Dance in Hoopa - Bald Hills site] Unknown 1999.02.0182  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7h4nb1wj

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Indian Dance
01
Comments:
Note on verso of print indicates that Pilling identified the site as Bald Hills. Copy neg 2 is nearly identical.

[Children and teachers pose in front of building on Hoopa Valley Reservation] Unknown 1999.02.0186  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9p3006q0

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Portraits - School
Schools
01


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 7.75x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
Buildings
01
Comments:
Maul & Saul. Slightly smaller plate (7.75x10 in)

Among the Indians in California [Elderly Indian woman carrying burden basket of wood] Unknown 1999.02.0193  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4r29n6pg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
01

[Two young men and a bicycle at Hoopa Valley Reservation] Unknown 1999.02.0194  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8n39n9fw

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bicycles
Hoopa
Landscapes
Buildings
People
01
[Hydraulic Mining scene including a group of observers] Unknown 1999.02.0202 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1c600108
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Landscapes
  Mining
  People
  01

Scene at Hoopa Valley [Small group on porch of one of the Reservation buildings] Unknown 1999.02.0208 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6k4004kc
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Hoopa
  Buildings
  People
  01
  Comments:
  Photographer's title from original print in the Genzoli Collection.

[Two Indian women pose in front of a traditional house] Unknown 1999.02.0214 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft529003js
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  140
  Indians
  Rivers
  Buildings
  Portraits - Family
  01
  Comments:
  Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country."

Indians of Humboldt, California [White Deer Skin Dance # 3/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0237 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft987006h8
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Hoopa
  Indians
  People
  Indian Dance
  01
  Comments:
  (plate envelope; copy print/negative caption)
[White Deer Skin Dance #2/unknown] 1899 1999.02.0238
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f5q2nb0pn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
People
Indian Dance
01
Comments:
(plate envelope; copy print/negative caption)

[Pecwan, Jump Dance] 1899 1999.02.0239
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f8779n92k

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Buildings
Indian Dance
Pecwan
01
Comments:
Former title: Red Headed Woodpecker Dance #2. (copy print/negative caption)

Indian Dance - Peckwan, Klamath River [Pecwan, Jump Unknown] 1999.02.0240
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f7d5nb1tv

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Buildings
Indian Dance
Pecwan
01
Comments:
Former title: Red Headed Woodpecker Dance Hoopa - 1895 1900 #1 (To ensure good
crops). Print 4 colored M.Rieder postcard: White Deer Skin Indian Dancers, Hoopa
Reservation. See Supplemental Info Forms and Steenfott 211.

[Pecwan Sweat house] Unknown 1999.02.0244
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f209n983r

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Buildings
Animals
Pecwan
01
Comments:
Previous title: Sweat House Hoopa 1899-1904. See Supplemental Info Forms - verifies site
as Pecwan. (plate envelope)
Among the Indians, California [White Deer Skin Dance - Hoopa #6/unknown] 1999.02.0246  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3489n5k6
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Hoopa
   Indians
   People
   Indian Dance
   01
   Comments:
   Print 2 is cropped view. Print 3 is cropped view, is a postcard. Both retained because of info on verso. (plate envelope)

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Portraits - Male
   Indians
   Buildings
   01
   Comments:
   Plate envelope has "Hoopa" written on it - possibly taken in Hoopa. (plate envelope)

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Fishing
   Portraits - Male
   Hoopa
   Indians
   Rivers
   01
   Comments:
   (plate envelope)

Among the Indians in California [Indian Dwelling - Hoopa 1899/unknown] 1899 1999.02.0250  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7b69n8f4
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Hoopa
   Indians
   Landscapes
   Buildings
   01
   Comments:
   (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Hoopa Valley [Hoopa 1900/Scene at Hoopa Valley/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0273
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2p3001w0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
77, 71
Hoopa
Indians
Buildings
People
01
Comments:
Notes on verso of print 3, a postcard: prop of Mrs. Homer Yerson; Hoopa
Indians 1913; When agency was near David Mastens & Indians came with baskets for
their government food. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Hoopa Indian Scenes/unknown/People gathered to observe White Deer Skin Dance]
1900 1999.02.0274 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2p3001w0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
People
Indian Dance
01
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[White Deer Skin Dance #4/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0275 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2p3001w0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Pepperwood
Indian Dance
01
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Miss Kruger - Hoopa Indian - 1905/unknown] 1905 1999.02.0277 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2p3001w0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Portraits - Family
01
Comments:
Note on verso of print: "Delia" (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Martin's Ferry - across the Klamath River/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0316
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7489n8b8
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Ferries
   Klamath River
   Landscapes
   Martin's Ferry
   Rivers
   People
   01
   Comments:
   (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[White Deer Skin Dance #5/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0325
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8c6005v9
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Hoopa
   Indians
   Indian Dance
   01
   Comments:
   (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Big Willis/unknown] 1904 1999.02.0329
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2x0n98qz
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Portraits - Male
   Hoopa
   Indians
   01
   Comments:
   Prints 2 & 3 are cropped. See also 1999.02.0489. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Mr and Mrs Mahatch - Hoopa - 1905 - Yuroks/unknown] 1905 1999.02.0330
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3g5002fr
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Hoopa
   Indians
   Portraits - Couple
   01
   Comments:
   (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Ten Eyck's Gold Mine, Klamath River/Scene in Humboldt County [Hydraulic Mining - Orleans/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0347
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t509nb059

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
102
Landscapes
Mining
Orleans
People
01
Comments:
Photographer's number is from the original print in the Genzoli Collection. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Salstrom’s Mine, Orleans #2 [Hydraulic Mining for Gold - Orleans/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0348
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t01n9790

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Mining
Orleans
People
01
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Markuson’s Mine, Orleans [Mining - Hydraulic - Orleans #1/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0349
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1199n44g

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Mining
Orleans
People
01
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2q2n98kk

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Indian Dance
01
Comments:
Both photographer's titles taken from print 3, postcard. Per note on verso of print 1, persons identified are "in foreground according to Smithsonian" (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Captain John/unknown] 1899 1999.02.0351 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft887005sm

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Hoopa
Indians
Buildings
01
Comments:
Title also indicates: "Hoopa - 1899 - Chief of the Yuroks" Information from Leslie Campbell, Hoopa Tribal Archivist, in Fall 1997 is that this man was a "Hupa leader of Madilding Rancheria." (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Indian "KAH-HAH:" Weitchpec, California [Old "Ka Ha" - Hoopa 1895-1900 - Yurok Indian/unknown] ca1895 1999.02.0352 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft609nb0wg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
Weitchpec
Buildings
01
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Mary Major - Hoopa - 1900 - Yurok Indian/unknown] 1900 1999.02.0353 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1h4n97r2

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Portraits - Female
Buildings
01
Comments:
(plate envelope)

Among the Indians in California [Mr & Mrs Mahatch/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0354 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7w1005gk

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Couple
01
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Sahlstrom’s Mine, Orleans [Jonas Sahlstrom’s Mine, Orleans/unknown] Unknown
1999.02.0364  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft258001jj
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   117
   Landscapes
   Mining
   Orleans
   People
   01
   Comments:
   Photographer’s number is from a print. Neg 128 has note: "dtr Sadie" (copy print/negative caption)

[Mining at edge of river, next to a home] Unknown 1999.02.0366  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0d5n970q
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Mining
   Rivers
   Buildings
   People
   01
   Comments:
   Possibly a small cemetery at left side of image.

[Martin’s Ferry on Klamath River and a dugout canoe nearby] Unknown 1999.02.0378  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft287001m7
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Ferries
   Klamath River
   Landscapes
   Martin’s Ferry
   Boats
   Rivers
   People
   01

Scene at Hoopa Valley, Humboldt Co./Scene in Humboldt Co. Unknown 1999.02.0404  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1h4n97sk
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Hoopa
   Landscapes
   Rivers
   01
   Comments:
   First title from original print in the Genzoli Collection. (copy print/negative caption)
[Man in traditional attire posing in front of a traditional house] Unknown 1999.02.0453  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5d5nb0gk

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4x6.5 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
Buildings
01
Comments:
Probably Hoopa. Print is of an altered image. See also 1999.02.0351.

[Jump Dance dancers at Pecwan ] Unknown 1999.02.0454  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0q2n9779

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Indians
Buildings
Indian Dance
Pecwan
01

Salmon Creek/View on the Klamath near Orleans/Mountain Scene: Sugar Loar Rock, above Orleans/ Scene along Klamath River Unknown 1999.02.0481  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft00000050

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
104
Klamath River
Landscapes
Rivers
Salmon River
01
Comments:
Lettering on glass side. Last title is from original print in the Genzoli Collection. Print 1 is an original print, print 3 is a postcard. (copy print/negative caption)

Among the Humboldt Redwoods View from Rattlesnake rock, Orleans/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0486  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft500003gn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
63
Landscapes
Rivers
Buildings
01
Comments:
Print made from HCHS original has "Film 105" on label, but 105 doesn't match up with that set of negatives or the glass plate neg. Second title may not be accurate as it is from same label.
Indian "Big Willis" Hoopa, California Unknown 1999.02.0489

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3w1002qh

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Hoopa
Indians
01
Comments:
Verso of print 1: "John Willis or Big Willis, Ferry man at Hoopa crossing of Trinity R." See also 1999.02.0329. (copy print/negative caption)

[Elderly man at Pecwan Creek in front of traditional house] Unknown 1999.02.0490

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8199n8xg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
Buildings
Animals
Pecwan
01
Comments:
Possibly scanned backwards. Information from image "Yurok 28,003" from U.S. National Museum: "E. Indian doctor, 'Euroc' tribe. Pecwan Creek on Klamath River 22 miles from its mouth." From other Ericson images.

Scene at Fort Gaston, Humboldt Co. [Groups sitting near Fort Gaston buildings] Unknown 1999.02.0497

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8w10065q

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hoopa
Indians
Landscapes
Buildings
People
01
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

Region 02 Lagoons to McKinleyville

Scene at Big Lagoon Unknown 1999.02.0033

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0v19n3zk

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Big Lagoon
Landscapes
02
Comments:
Original print has sites marked and was used as court proceeding evidence.
Scene at Big Lagoon/Coast Scene, Humboldt Co., California
Unknown 1999.02.0048
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0r29n3ww

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Big Lagoon
Landscapes
02
Comments:
First title on original print. Original print has sites marked and was used as evidence in a
court proceeding.

[C.J. McConnaha General Merchandise and other buildings] Unknown 1999.02.0063
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6c6004f0

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Businesses
Trinidad
Buildings
People
Villages
Streets
02

A Glimpse of the Ocean, California/Coast Scene, Humboldt Co. Unknown 1999.02.0068
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7v19n8sk

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Trinidad
Buildings
Beaches
02
Comments:
Neg 176 is the cropped central part of the image. Second title is from the cropped image.
"South Trinidad bay, Indian Huts" is written on image.

Scene near Trinidad [Horse drawn buggy in front of Princess Rock/Elephant Rock]
Unknown 1999.02.0089
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0k4000fh

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
92
Landscapes
Roads
Trinidad
People
Transportation
02
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
A glimpse of the Ocean/Redwood Highway near Trinidad, California, No. 22 Unknown 1999.02.0098  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7r29n8qw

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Trinidad
People
Beaches
02

Comments:
Probably Ericson family members. Print 3 is a postcard version of this image. Neg 215 is the cropped version. (copy print/negative caption)

[Trinidad Lighthouse and the rock supporting it] Unknown 1999.02.0120  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3w1002r1

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Trinidad
Lighthouses
02

Little River Highway Bridge Unknown 1999.02.0128  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3z09n63p

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bridges
Landscapes
Little River
Rivers
People
02

[The Ericson family on Moonstone Beach] Unknown 1999.02.0139  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7z09n8v8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Moonstone Beach
Portraits - Family
Beaches
02

Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
[L.D. Graeter General Merchandise] Unknown 1999.02.0140
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4489n67t

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Businesses
Autos
McKinleyville
Buildings
People
02
Comments:
Probably McKinleyville. See also 1999.02.0163.

[View of Trinidad taken from near Luffenholtz] Unknown 1999.02.0160
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft587003p5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Landscapes
Trinidad
02

[Trinidad Lighthouse, showing distance from waterline] Unknown 1999.02.0183
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft096n96z2

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Trinidad
Lighthouses
02

[Man among rocks on a beach] Unknown 1999.02.0195
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7g2nb22x

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
People
Beaches
02
Comments:
Possibly A.W. Ericson or Richard Ericson in image. Probably near Trinidad.

[Trinidad Lighthouse and part of Trinidad Head] Unknown 1999.02.0196
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft309n98sd

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Trinidad
Lighthouses
02
Scene Near Trinidad [Three young girls pose with logs in a logging scene] Unknown
1999.02.0199  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1p30018c

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
5
Forests and Forestry
Lumbering
People
02
Comments:
Probably Ericson family. (copy print/negative caption)

Trinidad Light House Unknown 1999.02.0212  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2k4001t9

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
154
Trinidad
Lighthouses
People
02
Comments:
Photographer’s number is from a print. Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." (copy print/negative caption)

In the Redwoods near Trinidad [Three girls pose on a large log] Unknown
1999.02.0216  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7z09n8ws

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
4
Lumbering
People
02
Comments:
From Kodak box. Probably Ericson family members. (copy print/negative caption)

[Trinidad Wharf - Steamer Eddy/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0230  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3t1n99bd

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
155
Lumbering
Ships
Trinidad
Piers & wharves
People
02
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
[Mrs. Childs - Trinidad #3/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0242 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t996nb35z
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Trinidad
Portraits - Female
Indian Baskets
02
Comments:
(plate envelope)

[Mrs. Childs - Trinidad #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0243 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8800005k3
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Trinidad
Portraits - Female
Buildings
02
Comments:
(plate envelope)

[Big Stump at Fieldbook - A.W. Ericson - Photographer by stump/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0258 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0b69n3m4
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Lumbering
Fieldbrook
02
Comments:
On negative envelope: "big stump at Freshwater, A.W. Ericson photographer" (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among th Humboldt Redwoods [Train of logs - Luffenholtz trestle/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0315 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t7n39n8pq
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bridges
Lumbering
Railroads
Trinidad
People
Luffenholtz
02
Comments:
Engine #11 - Oregon & Eureka Rail Road. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Scene at Trinidad 1879-1884/unknown] 1999.02.0324

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8b69n948

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
139
Bridges
Railroads
Trinidad
Buildings
Beaches
Bird's-eye views
02
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Indians in California [Mrs. Childs - Trinidad #1, 100 years old blind/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0327

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7j49n8m1

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Trinidad
Portraits - Female
Indian Baskets
02
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Scene at Big Lagoon Unknown 1999.02.0370

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3m3n9961

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Big Lagoon
Landscapes
02
Comments:
Print 1 is an "original" print. (copy print/negative caption)

[Small rocky cove] Unknown 1999.02.0384

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8489n92x

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Beaches
02
Comments:
Probably Trinidad area.
[L.D. Graeter General Merchandise] Unknown 1999.02.0385
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t6h4nb16w

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Businesses
Autos
McKinleyville
Buildings
People
02

[Sea Breeze Hotel] Unknown 1999.02.0386
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1p30019w

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hotels
Roads
Trinidad
Buildings
People
02
Comments:
Probably Trinidad.

[Large well dressed crowd gathered at a large cross on a Unknown 1999.02.0388
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9w1006vc

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Trinidad
Celebrations
02
Comments:
Probably Trinidad and the dedication of the cross on Trinidad Head.

Little River Highway Bridge Unknown 1999.02.0391
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4v19n6qn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bridges
Landscapes
Little River
Rivers
People
02
Houda's Lading Unknown 1999.02.0392 [6]
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Ships
Buildings
Beaches
Houda Point
02
Comments:
Title taken from copy of part of the image published in Newsletter of the Trinidad Museum Society, Spring 2001.

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6b69n7r0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Businesses
Roads
Trinidad
People
02
Comments:
Also McConnaha's General Merchandise. Location identified in Newsletter of the Trinidad Museum Society, Spring 2001.

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f6287001nr
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - School
Fieldbrook
Schools
02

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0k4000g1
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Portraits - Family
02
Comments:
Print 2 is a cropped version

Region 04 Arcata to Blue Lake to Korbel
[Small wood products factory, possibly a crate factory] Unknown 1999.02.0010
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7k40058h
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Buildings
Interiors
04
Comments:
Arcata?

[Bank of Arcata] Unknown 1999.02.0013
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft987006js
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
Buildings
04

[Arcata, looking south from Founders Hall] Unknown 1999.02.0017
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4n39n6k8
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Houses
Landscapes
04
Comments:
Glass plate negative is damaged, central part of image obscured.

[Looking south-east from hill at 13th and G Streets] Unknown 1999.02.0021
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0s2000kw
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Landscapes
Buildings
Bird’s-eye views
04

[Rock split with dynamite in quarry] Unknown 1999.02.0029
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1b69n498
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Mining
People
04
Comments:
Probably Minor’s quarry.
**[Looking north over the Arcata Plaza with cars parked along H St.]** Unknown 1999.02.0030  
[http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft309n98tx](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft309n98tx)  

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Arcata  
Businesses  
Arcata Plaza  
Autos  
People  
Bird's-eye views  
04  

**In the Redwoods, Blue Lake** Unknown 1999.02.0040  
[http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7c600544](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7c600544)  

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Blue Lake  
Lumbering  
Portraits - Family  
04  

**Scene at Mad River** Unknown 1999.02.0046  
[http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4h4n99t0](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4h4n99t0)  

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Bridges  
Rivers  
People  
Mad River  
04  
Comments:  
Title taken from original print in the Genzoli Collection.  

**[Small Houses, sweat house on wide riverbed and a family on a beach outing]** Unknown 1999.02.0051  
[http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9290069v](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9290069v)  

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Buildings  
People  
Beaches  
Mad River  
04  
Comments:  
Possibly Ericson family. Probably lower Mad River or Little River. See also
Vance's Pond, Mad River Unknown 1999.02.0057
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0290006m

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
97
Landscapes
Mills
Railroads
People
Essex
04
Comments:
Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." (copy print/negative caption)

[Korbel Hotel] Unknown 1999.02.0060
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3b69n5p2

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hotels
Autos
Korbel
People
Animals
04

[Family posing in front of two story home; Pioneer Stables in background] Unknown 1999.02.0066
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft467n99nf

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Houses
Buildings
Portraits - Family
04
Comments:
Pioneer Stables was on the SE corner of 8th and G Streets.

[Looking west across Plaza and down 8th St.] Unknown 1999.02.0070
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0199n3f

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Landscapes
Buildings
People
Bird's-eye views
04
[Sheep, barn, and fields at Angel Ranch] Unknown 1999.02.0071
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft738nb1pt

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Angel Ranch
Landscapes
Buildings
Animals
Ranches
04
Comments:
Very similar to neg #26 which is labeled "Angel's Ranch, near Korbel."

[A couple sitting in back of automobile parked beside a house] Unknown 1999.02.0072
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9g5006nn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Houses
People
Animals
04
Comments:
Probably in Arcata area.

[View #4 from Humboldt State Normal Campus] 1916? 1999.02.0075
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1w1001f8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Landscapes
Buildings
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0390, 1999.02.0143, 1999.02.0152. Print 1 is an "original."

Masonic and Odd Fellow's Hall, Arcata [City Hall] Unknown 1999.02.0080
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft538nb070

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Buildings
People
Streets
04
Comments:
Photographer's title from original print in the Genzoli Collection.
[Arcata High School girls in sport uniform with a ball and crutches] Unknown 1999.02.0082

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1m3n97tr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - Group
Houses
Schools
Sports
04

[Informal portrait of a family in a small orchard] Unknown 1999.02.0084

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9199n9nc

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - Group
Houses
04
Comments:
Possibly Ericson family.

[Gambi's Arcata Fruit Store] Unknown 1999.02.0087

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4j49n6hk

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
Portraits - Group
Buildings
04
Comments:
People in image are probably Gambi family.

Scene from Willow Creek, near Berry's Unknown 1999.02.0090

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft838nb2cz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
People
Transportation
Animals
Berry Ridge
04
Comments:
Information from Kiki Bugenig (1998): Looking west into Redwood Creek; Lord Ellis ridge and Bald Mountain in background. (copy print/negative caption)
North Fork Falls, Korbel Unknown 1999.02.0091
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6h4nb17d
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in 84
Korbel
Landscapes
Rivers
People
04
Comments:
Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." (copy print/negative caption)

Bird’s eye view of Blue Lake Unknown 1999.02.0092
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1k40014n
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in 11
Blue Lake
Houses
Landscapes
Villages
Bird’s-eye views
04

[Southwest view from 12th and H Streets] Unknown 1999.02.0096
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6779n7qt
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in None.
Arcata
Churches
Humboldt Bay
Cityscapes
Bird’s-eye views
04

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0870007f
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Celebrations
04
Comments:
Title from original print in the Genzoli Collection.
[Seven people posing in and by an automobile] Unknown 1999.02.0103  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7j49n8ni

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Houses
Portraits - Family
04
Comments:
Probably near Arcata.

Bird's eye view of Arcata [Southwest view from H and 12th Streets] Unknown 1999.02.0105  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6779n7rb

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
85
Arcata
Churches
Landscapes
Cityscapes
Bird's-eye views
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

[Glendale Mill with a group of men and two girls posing with a train of lumber] Unknown 1999.02.0106  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft538nb08h

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Glendale
Portraits - Group
Mills
Railroads
04

[Family and dog pose in an open auto on a residential street] Unknown 1999.02.0107  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3v19n610

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Houses
Portraits - Family
Animals
04
[Group posing in front of Ericson home] Unknown 1999.02.0109  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f538nb091  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Arcata  
Houses  
People  
Streets  
04  
Comments:  
(copy print/negative caption)

[Ericson home 14th and H Arcata /unknown/Several persons posing in the orchard]  
Unknown 1999.02.0111  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f396n991g  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Arcata  
Houses  
Portraits - Family  
04  
Comments:  
(copy print/negative caption)

[Couple standing on steps of a large two story house] Unknown 1999.02.0117  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f709nb1km  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Arcata  
Houses  
People  
04

[House at 10th and G Streets] Unknown 1999.02.0122  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f0000006h  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Arcata  
Houses  
People  
04  
Comments:  
Probably the Brizard home.
[Bird’s eye view looking northwest over Arcata Plaza and beyond] Unknown
1999.02.0125 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t209n9848
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Cityscapes
04
Comments:
Bleachers set up facing McKinley statue. Shows Falk house.

Monster Redwood at Arcata [Two men use a misery whip saw on a standing tree]
Unknown 1999.02.0131 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1q2n97wf
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
115
Arcata
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
04
Comments:
Photographer’s number is from a print. (copy print/negative caption)

A Glimpse of the “Ocean,” California [Sea Coast Scene near Arcata /unknown] 
Unknown 1999.02.0132 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4n39n6ms
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Seas
Buildings
Beaches
04
Comments:
Print is cropped a bit at each edge. (copy print/negative caption)

[Pythian Castle and 11th Street to the west] Unknown 1999.02.0133 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t6290048f
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Buildings
Streets
04
[Three people sitting in an automobile parked beside a house] Unknown 1999.02.0134
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7d5nb1vc

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Houses
People
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0072. Probably in Arcata area.

[Pleasant Hill School and surrounding neighborhood] Unknown 1999.02.0136 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1f59n4dg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Schools
Cityscapes
04

Humboldt State Normal (Temporary Buildings) [Large group posing in front of full view of the buildings] Unknown 1999.02.0143 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9w1006ww

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Buildings
People
Humboldt State University
04
Comments:
Print 1 is an "original" and is not blemished in the center of the image. Comment on verso of print 1 is connected to comments on 1999.02.0075, 1999.02.0390, 1999.02.0152. See Finding Aid for text. (copy print/negative caption)

[Diamond Crystal Creamery with workers and loaded milk Unknown 1999.02.0146 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1v19n4nq

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Dairying
Buildings
People
Animals
04
Comments:
Probably Arcata.
[Well dressed man sitting on railroad scotter car] Unknown 1999.02.0148

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf3s9n5s8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b&w, 8x10 in

Arcata
Portraits - Male
Railroads
Buildings
04
Comments:
Probably Arcata.

[Minor Theater and adjacent building under construction] Unknown 1999.02.0150

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf7s9n8x9

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b&w, 8x10 in

Arcata
Theaters
Buildings
People
Streets
04

[College Hill c.1915/unknown/View from high point of Humboldt State Normal campus] 1915? 1999.02.0152

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf0k4000hj

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b&w, 8x10 in

Arcata
Landscapes
Humboldt State University
Bird's-eye views
04
Comments:
Prints 1 and 2 are "original." Comment on verso of print 2 is connected to comments on four other prints. See Finding Aid for text. (copy print/negative caption)

[About twenty people posing on the steps of a house] Unknown 1999.02.0161

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf3t1n99cx

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b&w, 8x10 in

Arcata
Portraits - Group
Houses
04
Comments:
Probably Arcata.
[Group posing in front of store with a mule carrying a pack] Unknown 1999.02.0166
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft138n97q9

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Portraits - Group
Buildings
Animals
04
Comments:
Possibly Ericson's shop on the Plaza.

[Southern view from Humboldt State Normal campus] Unknown 1999.02.0169
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8779n933

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Landscapes
Bird's-eye views
04
Comments:
Center part of image damaged on negative.

Episcopal Church, Arcata, Cal. Unknown 1999.02.0171
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f554nb0hr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Churches
Interiors
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

Scene at Arcata [Class photo in front of Arcata School] 1897? 1999.02.0174
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f529003k9

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - School
Schools
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0185.
[Breaking up large boulders in a quarry] Unknown 1999.02.0176
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3p3002mn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Mining
People
04
Comments:
Possibly in Warren Creek area. Possibly Minor's Quarry.

North Fork Falls, Korbel Unknown 1999.02.0178
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t187000zm

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
95
Korbel
Landscapes
Rivers
People
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

[Coffee Jakes - The Old Boys] Unknown 1999.02.0179
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4x0nb03v

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Portraits - Male
04
Comments:
Proprieter holding sign that says "Coffee Jakes - - - The Old Boys." See also

[Cyclists posing on the Arcata Plaza] Unknown 1999.02.0184
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t958006c

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Bicycles
Portraits - Male
Portraits - Group
04
Public School, Arcata [Teacher and students posing in front of Arcata School] 1897
1999.02.0185 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5h4nb0j8
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Arcata
   Portraits - School
   Schools
   04
   Comments:
   See print for list of names in Susie Baker Fountain's handwriting. Original print 3 (from SBF) has numbers on front corresponding with names.

[Large log round being transported between rail cars] Unknown 1999.02.0191 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t409n99qj
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Lumbering
   Railroads
   People
   Essex
   04
   Comments:
   The Astor Cut.

In the Redwoods, Blue Lake [Workers pose with a fallen log] Unknown 1999.02.0198 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t687004dt
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Blue Lake
   Lumbering
   People
   04
   Comments:
   (copy print/negative caption)

Harvesting scene, Arcata Bottom Unknown 1999.02.0204 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0199n3g3
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Farms and farming
   People
   Animals
   04
   Comments:
   (copy print/negative caption)
Angels’ Ranch near Korbel [Large herd of sheep] Unknown 1999.02.0206

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2c6001rz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Farms and farming
Animals
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

[Wiyot? Scene near Arcata /unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0213

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6b69n78h

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Family
04
Comments:
Print 2 is 2 images, each of a section of the original image. Pre 1894, reproduced in “Our Own Country.”

[Mad River Joe and 2 wives/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0217

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4v19n6r5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Buildings
Portraits - Family
04
Comments:
Title from notes with glass plate negative. From Kodak box.

[Studio portrait of five young children] Unknown 1999.02.0218

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1q2n97xz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Children
04
Comments:
Family identification from Kodak box.

[Mad River Joe and 2 wives/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0219

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8s200652

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Buildings
Portraits - Family
04
Comments:
Title from Kodak box.
[Mad River Joe/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0220 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7h4nb1x2
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Portraits - Male
   Indians
   Buildings
   04
   Comments:
   Title from Kodak box.

[At work in an auto garage] Unknown 1999.02.0226 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9s2006sp
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in
   None.
   Arcata
   Autos
   Interiors
   People
   04

[Businessman leaning on the open door of a vault] Unknown 1999.02.0227 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft067n96vv
   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.25 in
   None.
   Businesses
   Portraits - Male
   Interiors
   04
   Comments:
   Probably Arcata.

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Arcata
   Humboldt Bay
   Ships
   Piers & wharves
   04
   Comments:
   Print 1 has Ericson shop stamp on verso. (plate envelope)
[Korbel School on stump #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0234 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f509nb06t

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Korbel
Portraits - School
04
Comments:
(plate envelope)

[Brizard Pack Train on Alliance Road/Tom Bair Packtrain/Kasch's (?) Pond/all unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0235 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f7f59n8kv

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
1
Arcata
Landscapes
Pack trains
Buildings
People
04
Comments:

Scene at Hoopa Valley [Mad River Joe (some called him Billy)/unknown] 1899 1999.02.0241 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f4c60033q

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
04
Comments:
Photographer's title from original print in the Genzoli Collection. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
Buildings
Beaches
Indian Baskets
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0051. (plate envelope)
? Redwoods in California [The Astor Cut on the way to London/unknown] Unknown
1999.02.0254 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft700004wz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Railroads
Portraits - Work place
Essex
04
Comments:
JJ Astor made a wager that he could deliver a cut of redwood large enough to seat a
certain number of people around it if made into a table. It is now in Hyde Park, London.
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Logging in Vance Woods #1/unknown] Unknown
1999.02.0255 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5m3nb0mz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Logging in Vance Woods #2/unknown] Unknown
1999.02.0256 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft467n99pz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
From negative envelope: "Little River, later acquired by Hammond" (plate envelope, copy
print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
Essex
04
Comments:
Title taken from postcard. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Among the Redwoods in California [Ox team - First stage of logging #4/unknown]  
Unknown 1999.02.0260  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f1w1001gs

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
Animals
04
Comments:
Print 2 has Ericson shop stamp on verso. Probably Vance's at Essex. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Ox team - Vance Woods #2, First stage of logging/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0261  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f05800068

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
Animals
Essex
04
Comments:
Print 2 has Ericson shop stamp on verso. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
1
Portraits - Male
Lumbering
Animals
Essex
04
Comments:
Photographer's title from a postcard.

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None. Landscapes Lumbering Steam donkeys People Animals Essex 04

Comments: (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None. Lumbering Steam donkeys People Animals Essex 04

Comments: (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[3rd stage of logging #1, bull donkey (Dolberg spool donkey)/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0267 [http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2j49n54s]

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None. Lumbering Steam donkeys People 04

Comments: Probably Vance's at Essex. Dolberg may have been intended to be Dolbeer. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Logging by Horse team Vance Woods (2nd stage of logging #3)/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0268 [http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t7f59n8mc]

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None. Landscapes Lumbering People Animals Essex 04

Comments: (plate envelope)
Among the Redwoods in California [Logging by Horse team #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0269 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6x0nb1gn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
130
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
Animals
04
Comments:
Probably Vance's at Essex. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Horse team - 2nd stage of logging #1/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0270 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft709nb1m4

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Glendale
Lumbering
People
Animals
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0458. P.58 in Redwood Lumber Industry - Isaac Minor’s woods near Glendale. (plate envelope)

[Arcata Wharf #3/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0280 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft558003mg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Humboldt Bay
Ships
Piers & wharves
People
04
Comments:
Arcata Bay. (plate envelope)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Ferries
Humboldt Bay
Ships
Piers & wharves
04
Comments:
Arcata Bay. (plate envelope)
[Arcata Wharf #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0282 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9t1nb3hd
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Humboldt Bay
Ships
Piers & wharves
04
Comments:
Arcata Bay. (plate envelope)

[First Class - H.S.T.C. #3/unknown/First building at HSU - temporary] Unknown 1999.02.0283 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0q2n978t
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Buildings
People
Humboldt State University
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Korbel School on stump/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0284 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6n39n7z2
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Korbel
Portraits - School
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Minor’s quarry, hauling rock to jetty/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0286 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5c60072f
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Korbel
Portraits - School
04

[First Class H.S.T.C #1/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0287 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft258001k2
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - School
Buildings Humboldt State University
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption) 0288
[First Class H.S.T.C. #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0288
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f2z09n5dj

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - School
Buildings
Humboldt State University
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Train of logs/unknown/Oregon & Eureka Railroad Engine Unknown 1999.02.0291
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f2f59n523

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
04
Comments:
Engine #11 O&ERR - Oregon &Eureka RailRoad. Site is Korblex - see Carranco & Sorensen (1988) p.50. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f4870030h

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Redwood Falling - Vances/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0293
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f8k4005z5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Logging Scene at Vance’s, Mad River [Logging by bull donkey/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0295  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7779n8cf
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Steam donkeysPortraits - Work place
  Essex
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Redwood Falling - Vance’s/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0297  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3x0n99d3
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Portraits - Work place
  Essex
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Under cut - Vances/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0299  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4w1003dn
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Portraits - Work place
  Essex
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Portraits - Work place
  Essex
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Ox team - First stages of logging #1 - Vance Woods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0301
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t80005mm
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
136
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
Animals
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Oregon & Eureka railroad - connected with Ferries to Eureka/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0302 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4m3n99zq
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Railroads
People
04
Comments:
Region 04 or 02. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the California Redwoods, Tree 15 feet in Diameter [Redwood Falling in Vance Woods (strong possibility back cut)/unknown Unknown 1999.02.0306 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0779n3kz
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
9
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
Essex
04
Comments:
Photographer's title and number taken from print 3, a postcard. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Ox team - first stage of logging - Vance Woods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0308
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f2q2n98m3

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
Animals
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Bull Donkey - 3rd stage of Logging #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0309
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f4d5n99st

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
04
Comments:
Probably Vance's at Essex. (plate envelope)

Twin tree 30 feet in diameter, near Arcata [Making an undercut, Vance Woods/Twin tree 30 feet in diameter, near Scotia /both unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0313
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f9d5nb364

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

After logging, Vance's, Mad River/Among the Redwoods in California [Results of Logging/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0314
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f4w1003gp

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Glendale Mill/L.F. Carranco/Pacific Lumber Co./unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0317 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1x0n9819
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Glendale
  Houses
  Landscapes
  Mills
  Railroads
  People
  04
  Comments:
  Second title assigned by other from glass plate neg envelope. See Carranco, Redwood Lumber Industry p.201. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Train of logs/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0320 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t258001mk
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Railroads
  People
  04
  Comments:
  Engine #11 - Oregon & Eureka Rail Road. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Logging in Vance Woods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0321 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5q2nb0q5
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  People
  Essex
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  People
  Essex
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t529003mt
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  People
  Essex
 04
  Comments:
  One under cut for three trees. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Falling Redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0340
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t696nb12h
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Portraits - Work place
  04
  Comments:
  Isaac Cullberg, center figure. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

In the Redwoods, Blue Lake, Humboldt County [Falling redwoods/other] Unknown 1999.02.0343
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3d5n9935
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Blue Lake
  Lumbering
  People
  04
  Comments:
  (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Old Plaza scene, original Jacopy Bldg, Brizards/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0345
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t6779n7sv
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Arcata
  Arcata Plaza
  Celebrations
  Animals
  04
  Comments:
  Prior to 1896, info from Josephine Brizard Appleton. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Rock train from Minor's Quarry/unknown/People posing along first cars of a train of logs] Unknown 1999.02.0346 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3000024c

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Railroads
Buildings
People
04
Comments:
Engine #11 - Oregon & Eureka Rail Road. First title is not accurate. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Mad River Indians - 1905/unknown/Two women and a baby in a baby basket] 1905 1999.02.0355 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8h4nb2m6

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
Buildings
04
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Mr Zabala/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0356 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2199n4sv

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Railroads
04
Comments:
Probably Arcata. On verso of print 1: "Mr. Zabala, Korbel [son-in-law of Korbel]" (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Harvesting scene, Arcata Bottom Unknown 1999.02.0368 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9000069r

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Farms and farming
People
Animals
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
Stump 26 feet diameter, Vance’s Mad River [Two men posing on top of stump] Unknown 1999.02.0372  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in 106
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

4th, July Celebration, 1908, Arcata 1908 1999.02.0373  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in None.
Arcata
Autos
Buildings
Celebrations
04
Comments:
Original print in the Genzoli Collection. T6 possibly indicates Titlow - note on verso of print 1: “copied from original from estate of Robert Titlow, 1970.” (copy print/negative caption)

[Two horse team pulling a wagon load of milk cans and tubs] Unknown 1999.02.0377  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Dairying
Portraits - Work place
Transportation
Animals
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0146. Possibly from the Diamond Crystal Dairy.

Arcata Wharf, Humboldt County Unknown 1999.02.0379  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in 97
Arcata
Ships
Piers & wharves
04
Comments:
Schooner at dock is the Letitia. Schooner under tow is the Laura Pike.
Arcata, Cal. Plant of California Central Creameries Unknown 1999.02.0380

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t200001f7

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Arcata

Autos

Dairying

Houses

Railroads

04

Comments:

(copys print/negative caption)

Scene at Riverside, Humboldt Co. Unknown 1999.02.0381

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t158000xf

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Houses

Landscapes

Riverside

Rivers

Buildings

Mad River

04

Comments:

(copy print/negative caption)

[Arcata Plaza looking northeast from top of Brizard Building] Unknown 1999.02.0383

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1870010m

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Arcata

Arcata Plaza

Autos

Buildings

People

Bird's-eye views

04

Comments:

Founder's Hall and temporary building in the background.

[View of Arcata from Humboldt State Normal] Unknown 1999.02.0390

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1199n457

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Arcata

Humboldt Bay

Bird's-eye views

04

Comments:

#3 in a series of 4. See also 1999.02.0075, 1999.02.0143, 1999.02.0152. Print 1 is an original print
[Brizard House] Unknown 1999.02.0393  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5d5nb0h3

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Churches
Houses
04

[Looking north up G Street from 8th Street] Unknown 1999.02.0394  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6h4nb18x

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Autos
Cityscapes
04

[Bird’s eye view of Arcata looking west from 12th and H Streets] Unknown 1999.02.0397  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8r29n9d1

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Churches
Humboldt Bay
Schools
Bird's-eye views
04

[Bank of Arcata and parts of next door buildings] Unknown 1999.02.0398  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5n39n7cz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
04

[Three large homes on north side of 900 block of 14th Street] Unknown 1999.02.0400  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0x0n97b5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Houses
Roads
04
Comments:
Includes Stone House and Jackson-Matthews House.
[Devlin Tannery] ca1903 1999.02.0401 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4489n68b

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Railroads
Buildings
People
04

Comments:
Date based on construction & remodeling of buildings in image.

[Pioneer Stables on Arcata Plaza] Unknown 1999.02.0409 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft396n9920

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Roads
Buildings
People
Animals
04

[Two men pose inside a shop near a pile of scrap wood] Unknown 1999.02.0413 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1779n49m

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Businesses
Interiors
People
04

Comments:
Probably in Arcata.

[Workers pose by autos in a service garage] Unknown 1999.02.0414 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2s2001zp

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Arcata
Autos
Interiors
People
04

[Union High School, Arcata, Cal.] Unknown 1999.02.0419 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8b69n95s

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Schools
Buildings
04
Arcata, Cal. Looking North Unknown 1999.02.0420
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0v19n40k
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Autos
Cityscapes
People
Bird's-eye views
04

[Falk House?] Unknown 1999.02.0423
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6779n7tc
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Houses
04
Comments:
Probably Falk House which was on block between G and H and 12th and 13th Streets.

[Arcata School] Unknown 1999.02.0424
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8q2nb2s3
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Schools
Cityscapes
04
Comments:
Some lettering on glass side.

Humboldt Co's. Largest and Finest Store, Arcata, Cal [Brizard Building and Union Hotel] Unknown 1999.02.0427
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5t1nb0qt
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Carriages
Roads
People
Animals
04
Comments:
Lettering on glass side.
[Serving coffee and men posing in front of a store] Unknown 1999.02.0434
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8k400605

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Arcata Plaza
Portraits - Group
04

Comments:
See also 1999.02.0179.

Arcata Cal. Looking North [View of Arcata Plaza and the town north of it] Unknown
1999.02.0437
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5b69n73v

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
Cityscapes
People
Animals
Bird's-eye views
04

Comments:
Ericson's shop is on right side of the image. (copy print/negative caption)

Methodist Church, Arcata, Cal Unknown 1999.02.0440
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2x0n98rg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Churches
04

[Two men pose in an industrial shop] Unknown 1999.02.0442
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7m3nb207

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Interiors
People
04

Comments:
Probably Arcata. Second person may be Black, may be Indian?
[Three Ericson children pose on wooden sidewalk in front of the family home] Unknown 1999.02.0444 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7x0nb269

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in

Arcata
Houses
Portraits - Children
04

[P.C. Sacchi Super Garage and Willard Service Station] Unknown 1999.02.0447 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2j49n559

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in

Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
Autos
04

Plaza scene, Arcata, California/Redwood Highway, Arcata, California No. 21 [Statue of William McKinley] Unknown 1999.02.0450 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8t1nb2sr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in

Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
04
Comments:
Photographer's number is from a print - postcard.

Plaza scene, Arcata [View of statue of William McKinley] Unknown 1999.02.0451 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4r29n6q0

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in

Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
04

[Three men pose in an auto parked at the Arcata Plaza] Unknown 1999.02.0452 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9x0nb3k3

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in

Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
Autos
Portraits - Male Portraits - Group
04
Hotel Arcata, Arcata, California Unknown 1999.02.0455
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4j49n6j3
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
  None.
  Arcata
  Hotels
  Arcata Plaza
  Autos
  Roads
  People
  04

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1489n46d
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
  None.
  Arcata
  Portraits - Family
  04
  Comments:
  Person identities and date from Palmquist & Kilian, Photographers of the Humboldt Bay Region, Vol VII, p.113.

[Ten horse team pulling a strong of logs on a skid road] Unknown 1999.02.0458
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7g50057b
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
  None.
  Glendale
  Landscapes
  Lumbering
  Roads
  People
  Animals
  04
  Comments:
  See also 1999.02.0270. Location identified in Carranco, Redwood Lumber Industry, p.

[Studio portrait of a young man] Unknown 1999.02.0461
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0n39n3w7
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
  None.
  Arcata
  Portraits - Male
  04
  Comments:
  Edgar Ericson?
[Dairy on 9th Street in Arcata] Unknown 1999.02.0462
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9t1nb3jx
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Dairying
People
Animals
04

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1k400155
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - Children
04
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0456.

[Hotel Arcata] Unknown 1999.02.0464
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft229001gv
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Arcata
Hotels
Arcata Plaza
04

[Portrait of three generations of the A.W. Ericson family] Unknown 1999.02.0467
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1m3n97v8
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - Family
04

[Portrait #2 of three generations of the A.W. Ericson family] Unknown 1999.02.0468
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8m3nb2qd
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - Family
04

[A.W. and Ella Ericson and three adult children] Unknown 1999.02.0471
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2m3n98jd
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in
None.
Arcata
Portraits - Family
04
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Arcata
Homes
Roads
People
04

[J C Bull Meat Market] Unknown 1999.02.0475 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5h4nb0ks
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Arcata Plaza
Interiors
Portraits - Work place
04
Comments:
A different image of the same business in the Genzoli Collection identifies the location.

[Bicycle showroom and workers in front area, auto showroom in rear area] Unknown 1999.02.0476 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8v19n9h7
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Autos
Bicycles
Interiors
Portraits - Work place
04
Comments:
Probably Arcata.

[Workers and customers in Seely and Titlow dry goods store] Unknown 1999.02.0478 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0t1n97bh
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Interiors
Portraits - Work place
04
Comments:
Tape residue is on emulsion side. See p.90 of Fine California Views.
[Wood products factory, perhaps barrel making] Unknown 1999.02.0484
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9n39p013
Physcial Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Lumbering
Interiors
People
04
Comments:
Probably Arcata.

[Lodge meeting room; a “G” hanging on one wall] Unknown 1999.02.0492
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4779n69h
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Fraternal organizations
Interiors
04
Comments:
Probably Masonic Lodge in Arcata.

John Vance [?], 13 ft in diameter [Men posing atop sections of redwood logs]
Unknown 1999.02.0494
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t587003q
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
Essex
04
Comments:
Photographer’s title taken from log in image.

Monster redwood at Bayside [Men, some with saws, posing with a huge log]
Unknown 1999.02.0495
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1489n47x
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bayside
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
04
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
Region 04 Arcata to Blue Lake to Korbel

[Hotel Arcata, with autos on unpaved Streets] Unknown 1999.02.0496
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4f59n6fw

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Arcata
Businesses
Hotels
Arcata Plaza
Autos
People
04

Region 05 Humboldt Bay and Eureka

[Stump House] Unknown 1999.02.0002
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8v19n9jr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Businesses
Eureka
Buildings
People
05

[Church on corner of H St. and possibly Third St.] Unknown 1999.02.0012
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7b69n8gn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Churches
Eureka
Cityscapes
05

High School, Eureka Cal Unknown 1999.02.0016
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft438n99j7

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eureka
Houses
Schools
05

Sequoia Hospital, Eureka Cal. Unknown 1999.02.0019
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8t1nb2t8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Churches
Eureka
Hospitals
Humboldt County Courthouse
Streets
05
[Scandia Hotel and Sailors Union] Unknown 1999.02.0022 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2r29n59p
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Hotels
  Autos
  Eureka
  Buildings
  People
  05

[Mill yard across the bay from Eureka] Unknown 1999.02.0032 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3779n5mc
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  160
  Humboldt Bay
  Lumbering
  Mills
  05
  Comments:
  [Eureka Mill yard/unknown] title on verso of older print. Number in lower right corner is obscured; on older print it is 160.

[Mill yard, drying lumber, and Houses in the background] Unknown 1999.02.0054 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7k400591
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Mills
  05
  Comments:
  Possibly on Humboldt Bay - possibly Samoa.

Scene at Eureka [Public school, Eureka] Unknown 1999.02.0064 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft267n988n
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Eureka
  Houses
  Schools
  05
  Comments:
  Photographer’s title from original print in Genzoli Collection.
[Overlooking lumber stacks] Unknown 1999.02.0074
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6x0nb1h5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Humboldt Bay
Mills
Streets
05
Comments:
Probably Samoa.

A & [????] [Eureka street scene looking north from 7th and H St.] Unknown
1999.02.0081
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3q2n9997

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Churches
Eureka
Cityscapes
People
05

Scene in the City ofEureka [Carson Mansion] Unknown 1999.02.0094
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft700004xg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Carson Mansion
Eureka
Houses
05
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

Scene in the City ofEureka [Western Hotel with auto and horse drawn vehicles in
front] Unknown 1999.02.0095
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7k4005bj

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hotels
Eureka
Cityscapes
Buildings
People
Transportation
05
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
Excelsior Redwood Co, Eureka, Cal [Man and young boy posing at base of large log]
Unknown 1999.02.0102  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2s20020p

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwater
Portraits - Male
Lumbering
05
Comments:
Probably Freshwater, probably Ericson family members.

County Hospital/Scene at Eureka
Unknown 1999.02.0113  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0p3000k7

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
150
Eureka
Hospitals
Buildings
05
Comments:
Second title from original print in the Genzoli Collection. (copy print/negative caption)

[House in foreground, lumber mill in background] Unknown 1999.02.0118  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft496n99pm

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Houses
Mills
Samoa
Bird's-eye views
05
Comments:
Probably Samoa.

Excelsior Redwood Co, Eureka, Cal [Men pose by train of large log sections] Unknown 1999.02.0141  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4t1nb015

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
111
Freshwater
Lumbering
Railroads
Portraits - Work place
05
[Two men amidst a large lumber mill] Unknown 1999.02.0156
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5c6003sc
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Mills
Samoa
People
05
Comments:
Probably Samoa.

[View of drying stacks of lumber at a large mill] Unknown 1999.02.0157
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8f59n96z
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Mills
Samoa
05
Comments:
Probably Samoa. (cracked corner)

[Hunters and dogs with a large catch of fowl] Unknown 1999.02.0177
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3c6002c2
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Humboldt Bay
Hunting
05

[Hunter holding the day's catch of fowl] Unknown 1999.02.0203
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8s20066k
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Portraits - Group
Humboldt Bay
Buildings
Hunting
05

[Several ships under construction, possibly one about to be launched] Unknown 1999.02.0224
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft800005n4
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Humboldt Bay
Shipbuilding
People
05
Off to the Mill/Excelsior Redwood Co.  Unknown 1999.02.0231

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8r29n9f

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwater
Lumbering
Railroads
People
05
Comments:
Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." Plate envelope has "1900." Print 3 is a postcard, "Reg. No.4." (plate envelope; copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Train load of logs/unknown]  Unknown

1999.02.0233  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3n39n5xn

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Railroads
People
05
Comments:
Tape on emulsion side of glass. (plate envelope)

Among the California Redwoods. New Way, 24 Logs to Load, Reg No.7/Excelsior Redwood Co  [Logging in Excelsior Redwood Co. woods/unknown]  Unknown

1999.02.0253  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9g5006qp

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
149
Freshwater
Lumbering
People
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Excelsior Redwood Co -Eureka Cal  [Excelsior Redwood Co. - Freshwater/unknown]  Unknown

1999.02.0259  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6g5004j6

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwater
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Fort Humboldt, Eureka Cal., the home of Gen. Grant from 1851 to 1856 [Fort Humboldt, Eureka, California, the home of General Grant from 1853-54/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0271 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft009n96t1
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eureka
Fort
Humboldt
Buildings
People
05
Comments:
Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." (plate envelope, copy print/negative)

[Bendixsen Ship yard - "Jane Stanford" just launched/unknown] 1892 1999.02.0278 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9b69n9tx
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Humboldt Bay
Shipbuilding
Boats
Celebrations
05
Comments:
Note with neg D27: The Jane L. Stanford was launched in 1892. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Bendixsen's Ship Yard, Eureka [Bendixsen Shipyard about 1900 - Ship the "Jane Stanford"/unknown] 1892 1999.02.0279 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft609nb0x0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Humboldt Bay
Shipbuilding
Buildings
Celebrations
05
Comments:
Note with print indicates the 3 mast schooner may be the O.M. Kellogg. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Scene on the Bay, near Eureka [The steamer Pomona of the Pacific Steamship Co. - a coastwise passenger and freight line] Unknown 1999.02.0285 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5k4003z8
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Humboldt Bay
Ships
Boats
People
05
Comments:
One boat is a paddle wheeler.
Excelsior Redwood Co. Eureka Cal. 10 ft. Dia [Logging by Bull Donkey/unknown]  
Unknown 1999.02.0305  [http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8g5005x0](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8g5005x0)  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
148
Freshwater
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Excelsior Redwood Co. logging - Freshwater #3/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0311  [http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft238n986z](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft238n986z)  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwater
Lumbering
Railroads
Steam donkeys
People
Animals
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Excelsior Redwood Co. Eureka Cal [Trainload of logs - Excelsior Redwood Co - Freshwater/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0312  [http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8t1nb2vs](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8t1nb2vs)  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwater
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
among the Redwoods/Excelsior Redwood Co., 24 logs, 136804 FT. [Freshwater - Excelsior Red Co. - train of logs/unknown] 1890s 1999.02.0318 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1b69n4bs

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwater
Houses
Landscapes
Lumbering
Mills
Railroads
People
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Excelsior Redwood Co, Eureka, Cal. [Excelsior Redwood Co. - Freshwater/unknown]
Unknown 1999.02.0319 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8s200673

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Freshwaters and Forestry
Freshwater
People
05
Comments:
Two men sitting at base of two large boulders. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Mills
Portraits - Work place
05
Comments:
Samoa? (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Humboldt Redwoods, California [Astor Cut #3/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0332 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9m3n3bh

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Mills
Portraits - Work place
05
Comments:
Samoa? (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Astor Cut #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0333
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4f59n6qd
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Lumbering
Mills
05
Comments:
Samoa?, probably John Vance. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Virgin Redwoods, Garfield, Humboldt County/Among the Redwoods in California [In the Redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0336
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3t1n99df
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
127
Forests and Forestry
Freshwater
Portraits - Male
05
Comments:
Possibly A.W. Ericson. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Virgin Redwoods Garfield, Humboldt County [Redwood Scene/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0341
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t7s2005dw
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
123, 503
Forests and Forestry
Freshwater
Animals
05
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Astor Cut #5/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0344
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f0c6000bn
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Mills
Portraits - Work place
05
Comments:
Samoa? (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Stump House, Eureka, California Unknown 1999.02.0362
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8w100667
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Eureka
Landscapes
Roads
Buildings
People
05
Comments:
"scotch" tape holding corner on.

Excelsior Redwood Co, Eureka, Cal. Unknown 1999.02.0363
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8v19n9k8
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
147
Freshwater
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
05
Comments:
On train engine: "The Humboldt Logging Railway [?] Co."

Court House, Eureka, Cal Unknown 1999.02.0367
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft496n99q4
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eureka
Humboldt County Courthouse
Cityscapes
Buildings
05
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

Court House, Eureka, Humboldt County Unknown 1999.02.0382
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9j49n9z9
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eureka
Humboldt County Courthouse
05
Comments:
Original print in the Genzoli Collection.
Hotel Vance, Eureka, Cal. [Second Street looking west from H Street] Unknown 1999.02.0387  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft209n985s

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Eureka
   Cityscapes
   People
   05
   Comments:
   Includes Humboldt Times building.

[Ship decorated for launching, part of a second ship, and a man in a rowboat] Unknown 1999.02.0480  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7870054g

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Humboldt Bay
   Ships
   Boats
   People
   05

Log 20 feet in diameter, Garfield, Humboldt Co. Unknown 1999.02.0487  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3k4002hf

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Freshwater
   Portraits - Male
   Lumbering
   05
   Comments:
   Person's identity from note on original print 3: "Mr Howard with Excelsior Rwd. Co"

Region 06 Loleta south to Bear River watershed

Birdseye View of Ferndale Unknown 1999.02.0061  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft60000469

   Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
   None.
   Ferndale
   Landscapes
   Villages
   06
[The Champion Scale] Unknown 1999.02.0085
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t958006d2

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Farms and farming
Ferndale
Buildings
People
06
Comments:
Probably Ferndale.

View of Rohnerville Unknown 1999.02.0154
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9j149p00x

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Rohnerville
Bird’s-eye views
06
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

Fern Bridge, Humboldt Co., California Unknown 1999.02.0359
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t00000071

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 7x10 in
None.
Bridges
Fernbridge
Rivers
Buildings
06

[Carlotta Hotel] Unknown 1999.02.0405
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8k40061p

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hotels
Autos
Carlotta
People
06

Fern Bridge, Humboldt Co. Unknown 1999.02.0479
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t158000zz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bridges
Landscapes
Fernbridge
06
Comments:
Tape on emulsion side.
Region 07 Carlotta east to Trinity County line

[Photographing redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0310
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5r29n7b3

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.

Carriages
Forests and Forestry
People
07

Comments:
Likely in Van Duzen River area. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Region 09 Southeastern Humboldt County

[Railroad tracks along Eel River] Unknown 1999.02.0001
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft938nb33m

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Landscapes
Railroads
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09

[Eel River south of Scotia Bluffs] Unknown 1999.02.0004
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9779n9sr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Landscapes
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09

[Scene at Scotia /unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0005
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1r29n4mj

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Railroads
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09
[Eel River near Scotia Bluffs with two towers in riverbed] Unknown 1999.02.0006
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1s200181

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Landscapes
Railroads
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09

Scene in Humboldt Co., California Unknown 1999.02.0042
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3n39n5z5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09
Comments:
Title appears backward on the glass plate negative.

[River bed with Scotia Bluffs and railroad tracks in the Unknown 1999.02.0055
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t367n98xs

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09

In the Redwoods along Eel River Unknown 1999.02.0077
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9t1nb3kf

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Roads
People
09
Comments:
Ericson child. (copy print/negative caption)

Fruitland [Two men in a new orchard] Unknown 1999.02.0097
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1p3001bd

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Farms and farming
Fruitland
Landscapes
People
09
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)
[River at low water, Scotia Bluffs? In the distance] Unknown 1999.02.0172
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2779n4z

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Landscapes
Scotia Bluffs
Rivers
09
Comments:
Probably Scotia Bluffs.

Scene at Scotia [Railroad along Scotia Bluffs] Unknown 1999.02.0188
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4199n66

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Landscapes
Railroads
Scotia Bluffs
09
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

In the Redwoods along Eel River [In the Redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0276
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3h4n99b

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Carriages
Forests and Forestry
People
Animals
09
Comments:
Girl is probably A.W. Ericson's daughter. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Scotia - Pacific Lumber Co #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0289
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0199n3h

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Houses
Landscapes
Lumbering
Mills
Scotia
People
Bird's-eye views
09
Comments:
Note on verso of print: "Mr. Bryan born in one of [the] Houses at rear" (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Scotia - Pacific Lumber Co #3/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0290
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0000008j

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Houses
Landscapes
Mills
Scotia
Bird's-eye views
09

Scene along Eel River Unknown 1999.02.0396
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8s20068m

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Eel River
Landscapes
Roads
Rivers
People
09

Comments:
Print 1 is an original print. (copy print/negative caption)

[Mill town including mill, homes, church, school] Unknown 1999.02.0416
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6j49n7wc

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
34
Lumbering
Mills
Buildings
Bird's-eye views
09

Comments:
Probably Scotia.

[Road and railroad tracks along a river] Unknown 1999.02.0422
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft387002bw

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Carriages
Eel River
Railroads
Rivers
People
09

Comments:
Probably Eel River. See also 1999.02.0396. (copy print/negative caption)

Region 15 Outside of Humboldt County
[Lookout tower and building overlooking the ocean] Unknown 1999.02.0007
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f1t1n981n
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Buildings
People
15

Large three story building with another one in background] Unknown 1999.02.0015
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f13m3n997
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
San Francisco
Buildings
People
15
Comments:
ProbablySan Francisco - University of California

[Sutro Baths/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0024
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f1w1001h9
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
San Francisco
Landscapes
Buildings
15

[Two children and one woman in front of a mausoleum] Unknown 1999.02.0025
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f1q2n97zg
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Cemeteries
People
15
Comments:
Possibly inSan Francisco or Monterey area.

[Group of three persons posing with several large brick buildings behind them]
Unknown 1999.02.0043
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f1s200694
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Buildings
People
15
Comments:
ProbablySan Francisco or Stanford.
[Two children and a woman at the edge of a cactus garden] Unknown 1999.02.0045
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8d5nb2k1

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Parks
People
15
Comments:
Possible children are in Ericson family. Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country."

Scene at Palo Alto, California [Stanford Campus/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0076
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7q2nb23f

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Buildings
People
Palo Alto
15
Comments:
Photographer’s title if from original print in Genzoli Collection.

[Stanford Campus/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0083
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9p3006rh

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Buildings
People
Palo Alto
15
Comments:
Elma Ericson, Maude Ericson. Information re title and names is probably from Peter Palmquist.

[Washington Hotel in disrepair] Unknown 1999.02.0086
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0199n3j4

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Hotels
Buildings
15
Comments:
Perhaps Monterey area.

[Three people on an unpaved, palm lined road] Unknown 1999.02.0137
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1h4n97t3

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
People
15
Comments:
Possibly Monterey or Palo Alto.
[Scene in Golden Gate Park] Unknown 1999.02.0173
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1779n4b4

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
San Francisco
Buildings
Parks
People
15

[Two girls pose near a merry-go-round in an urban setting] Unknown 1999.02.0175
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5j49n76q

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
San Francisco
Buildings
Parks
People
15
Comments:
Maude Ericson, Elma Ericson. Person and location info on verso of print probably noted by
Peter Palmquist. (copy print/negative caption)

[Cliff House] Unknown 1999.02.0209
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4q2nb000

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
San Francisco
Buildings
15

[Cliff House from the street showing entrance] Unknown 1999.02.0389
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5c6003tw

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
San Francisco
Buildings
People
15
Comments:
Prior to 1906.
[Five mules (?) hitched to a large carriage with passengers in broad brimmed hats]  
Unknown 1999.02.0431  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8x0nb2vf  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in  
None.  
Carriages  
Buildings  
People  
Animals  
15  
Comments:  
Possibly Monterey area.  

[Workers in large open air shed building] Unknown 1999.02.0432  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft129000t7  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in  
11  
Buildings  
People  
15  
Comments:  
Possibly Monterey area.  

Region 17 Within Humboldt County  

[Two store buildings at the edge of a forest] Unknown 1999.02.0003  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft738nb1qb  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Businesses  
Forests and Forestry  
Buildings  
17  
Comments:  
Possibly Carlotta  

Scene In The Redwoods [Group of men, women, children, posing at a large redwood stump] Unknown 1999.02.0009  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1199n46r  
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in  
None.  
Portraits - Group  
Redwoods  
17  
Comments:  
Title from nearly identical image: 1999.02.0101. Many of the men wearing uniforms.
[Fence along a river, snow on mountains in the distance] Unknown 1999.02.0011
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft987006k9
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
  Landscapes
  Railroads
  Rivers
  Buildings
  People
  17
  Comments:
  Possibly along Mad River.

Scene at Monterey, California Unknown 1999.02.0014
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft738nb1rv
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
  People
  Monterey
  Seascapes
  17
  Comments:
  Title taken from original print in the Genzoli Collection.

[People in car on palm lined driveway] Unknown 1999.02.0018
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft567nb09p
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
  Autos
  Houses
  People
  17
  Comments:
  Possibly Monterey area.

A glimpse of the Ocean, California [Small island just offshore] Unknown 1999.02.0023
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2t1n98n8
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
  Seas
  People
  Beaches
  17

[Water runoff in a logged over site] Unknown 1999.02.0027
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3p3002n5
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
  Landscapes
  Lumbering
  17
[Stacks of lumber appearing to slant toward each other] Unknown 1999.02.0031 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f296n98bb
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
391
Lumbering
Mills
17
Comments:
"391" number is upside down. See also 1999.02.0032: possibly the same mill yard.

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
17
Comments:
See 1999.02.0035.

[Portrait of an Indian man with ceremonial headdress standing in front of a drape] #2 Unknown 1999.02.0035 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f558003n0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
17
Comments:
See 1999.02.0034.

[Wide street next to park with an observation tower] Unknown 1999.02.0039 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f1580010z
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Parks
Streets
17
Comments:
Possibly Monterey area.

Coast Scene, Humboldt Co., California Unknown 1999.02.0041 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/f6s2004qr
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Seas
Beaches
17
[Bridge over railroad tracks] Unknown 1999.02.0044
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1z09n4qd
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Bridges
  Railroads
  17

[Railroad tracks converging under a wood bridge] Unknown 1999.02.0047
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4k400373
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Bridges
  Railroads
  Buildings
  17

[Mechanical workings in a Mining operation] Unknown 1999.02.0053
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8x0nb2wz
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Mining
  17
  Comments:
  Possibly at Minor's quarry.

[Six men, one woman pose on large uprooted redwood] Unknown 1999.02.0056
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft78700550
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Forests and Forestry
  Portraits - Group
  17

[Farming in a small valley] Unknown 1999.02.0058
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2b69n50d
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Farms and farming
  Landscapes
  Buildings
  17
  Comments:
  Possibly Hoopa Valley.
[Auto on dirt road passing barns and a farm house] Unknown 1999.02.0062
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t229001hc

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Houses
Roads
Buildings
17

[Single lane road approaching railroad tracks and a wooden bridge] Unknown 1999.02.0065
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5m3nb0ng

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bridges
Railroads
Roads
17
Comments:
Possibly Warren Creek, from notes found in wix with glass plate negatives.

[Larger house in a rural setting] Unknown 1999.02.0069
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5h4nb0m9

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Houses
Landscapes
17

[Dairy scene, wagons and drivers in front of a work building] Unknown 1999.02.0093
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t6q2nb1b8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Dairying
Buildings
People
Transportation
17
Comments:
Possibly near Arcata.

(Scene in the Redwoods [Group of men, women, children posing at a large redwood stump] Unknown 1999.02.0101
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t6s2004r8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Group
Redwoods
17
Comments:
Photographer's title from original Print 4. Many of the men wearing uniforms. See also 1999.02.0009.)
[Children of all ages posing on large redwood stump] Unknown 1999.02.0108
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3t1n99fz
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - School
17

[Photo of school group] Unknown 1999.02.0110
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7199n893
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - School
17
Comments:
Photo is pinned to a surface with smaller photos in background.

[Older Indian woman pounding with a pestle and a hopper basket] Unknown
1999.02.0112 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7m3nb21r
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
17

[Auto near bridge on a country road] Unknown 1999.02.0114
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5w100449
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Bridges
Landscapes
17

[Man looking towards forest from a scrub covered flat] Unknown 1999.02.0124
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft658004cn
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
People
17

[Dressed up group of men and one woman atop a large, long redwood log] Unknown
1999.02.0126 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7r29n8rd
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Redwoods
People
17
[Steep drop off to a beach with forest in the background] Unknown 1999.02.0127
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7g2nb24z
    Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
    None.
    Forests and Forestry
    Landscapes
    Beaches
    17

[Four workers pose with their tools in an undercut] Unknown 1999.02.0129
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft938nb344
    Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
    None.
    Lumbering
    Portraits - Work place
    17

[Close up view of railroad tracks under a bridge] Unknown 1999.02.0138
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft467n99qg
    Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
    None.
    Bridges
    Railroads
    Buildings
    17
    Comments:
    Train approaching in the distance.

[Auto on a country road approaching a wood sidewalk] Unknown 1999.02.0147
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6x0nb1jp
    Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
    None.
    Autos
    Forests and Forestry
    Roads
    People
    17

[Large boulders, possibly a Mining scene] Unknown 1999.02.0149
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9h4nb38t
    Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
    None.
    Landscapes
    17
[Group on an outing posing with a shattered old growth log] Unknown 1999.02.0151

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Redwoods
People
17

[Single lane road approaching railroad tracks and a wooden bridge - 2] Unknown 1999.02.0155

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Bridges
Railroads
Roads
17
Comments:

[Many school children gathered on and around a large stump] Unknown 1999.02.0158

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - School
17
Comments:
Probably Samoa.

[Four men, probably on hunting trip, in an auto] Unknown 1999.02.0162

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Portraits - Male
17

[Poultry farm and farm house] Unknown 1999.02.0163

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Farms and farming
Houses
Landscapes
Buildings
17
Comments:
Possibly McKinleyville area. See Swandlund/Baker Collections: 1999.01.0547; see also 1999.02.0163.
[Group of school age children on a redwood stump] Unknown 1999.02.0164 [View Image](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t987006mt)
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
22
Portraits - School
Redwoods
17

[Two men amid an outdoor scene of roughly made tables and cookstove] Unknown 1999.02.0165 [View Image](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0m3n975m)
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Recreation
People
17
Comments:
Possibly a rustic camp ground.

[A family relaxing at a rustic campsite] Unknown 1999.02.0167 [View Image](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t596nb0dw)
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Recreation
Portraits - Family
17
Comments:
Probably Ericson family.

[Three men gathered by side of small boat in an industrial setting] Unknown 1999.02.0170 [View Image](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9b69n9vf)
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Boats
Buildings
People
17
Comments:
Possibly Arcata. Caption on glass side of negative no longer legible.

[Young man posing at base of large standing tree] Unknown 1999.02.0180 [View Image](http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3f59n5ts)
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
People
17
[Man standing in old growth forest, ferns in foreground] Unknown 1999.02.0181
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft387002cd
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Forests and Forestry
  People
  17

[Family and horses pose by fallen log] Unknown 1999.02.0187
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft48700311
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Portraits - Family
  Animals
  17

[Men posing next to equipment and a large log] Unknown 1999.02.0190
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7m3nb228
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Steam donkeys
  People
  17

[Three men creating a deep cut in the earth with hand tools] Unknown 1999.02.0192
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1489n48f
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Forests and Forestry
  People
  17

[Two men watching the woods crew at work] Unknown 1999.02.0197
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7t1nb233
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Lumbering
  Steam donkeys
  People
  17

[Men posing on a stump with a misery whip saw] Unknown 1999.02.0200
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1j49n4fn
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Portraits - Group
  Lumbering
  17
[Small fast river in a dense forest] Unknown 1999.02.0201

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3z09n646

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Forests and Forestry

Landscapes

Rivers

17

[Many men pose with their Bicycles in a rural setting] Unknown 1999.02.0205

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t8x0nb2xg

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Bicycles

People

17

Comments:

In top of image "JOB PRINTING" in backwards letters appears.

[Train at log landing in a woods camp] Unknown 1999.02.0210

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t387002dx

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Lumbering

Railroads

Buildings

People

17

A Glimpse of the Ocean, California Unknown 1999.02.0211

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5f59n741

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Seas

Beaches

17

[Nine women and one girl pose under a willow tree] Unknown 1999.02.0215

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t2h4n98f6

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.

Portraits - Female

17

Comments:

From Kodak box. Probably some in image are Ericson family members, probably in Arcata at Ericson home.
[Men, women & children pose with a loaded log train in a mill yard] Unknown 1999.02.0221  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft167n97j0

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Mills
Railroads
People
17

[Man and horse drawn carriage by a log building in a forest] Unknown 1999.02.0223  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7p3005b6

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Carriages
Forests and Forestry
Buildings
People
Animals
17

[Photographer's camera set up at a railroad landing] Unknown 1999.02.0225  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft209n9869

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Railroads
People
17

[Large group of men & boys pose by an industrial building] Unknown 1999.02.0228  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0p3000mr

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Mills
17

[Four men pose on a large stump] Unknown 1999.02.0229  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0p3000n8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Lumbering
People
17
In the California Redwoods. Old Way of Logging No.3 [Ox team - first stage of logging/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0236  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft887005t4
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Oxen
People
17
Comments:
Tape on emulsion side of glass. Pre 1894, reproduced in "Our Own Country." Print 1 is from Ericson Studio. Prints 2 & 3 are post cards. (plate envelope; copy print/negative caption)

[Brizard Basket Collection/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0248  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft458002xb
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Businesses
Interiors
Indian Baskets
17
Comments:
Probably Hoopa or Arcata . (plate envelope)

The Humboldt Redwoods [Felling of redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0251  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6w1004sf
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
17
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Shingle Bolt Cuts/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0252  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8c6005wt
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
17
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0294. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
Among the California Redwoods, Virgin Timber Reg No. 5/Among the Redwoods in California [In the Redwoods - Ed Ericson in buggy - about 1900/unknown] 1900?
1999.02.0264  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7b69n8h5

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
5
Carriages
Forests and Forestry
Portraits - Male
Animals
17
Comments:
See p.100 in Photographers of the Humboldt Bay Region. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Troop of Cavalry in redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0272  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8489n93f

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Animals Soldiers
17
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Shingle bolt cuts/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0294  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0m3n9764

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
17
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0252. Print 3, on verso: Louise Lima #2. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Number 11 Logging train/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0296  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9d5nb37n

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Railroads
People
17
Comments:
On side of engine 11: O.&E.R.R. (Oregon & Eureka Rail Road) (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
In the Redwoods, Humboldt Co., California [Undercut - redwood/unknown] Unknown
1999.02.0298  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2g5001s4

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
17
Comments:
Only print is postcard - cropped view of whole image. 1991 note accompanying print: card had belonged to Curtis Gillis and that his father, Charles Gillis, is on the right in foreground, sitting down. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Katie (horse) and buggy/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0304  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6s2004ss

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Carriages
Forests and Forestry
Roads
Animals
17
Comments:
Katie was Ericson's horse. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)


Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
17
Comments:
(plate envelope)

[Brizard's Basket Collection #2/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0328  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5g2nb0rp

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Indian Baskets
17
Comments:
Tags on items are for the inventory number. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Train of logs/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0334
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5b69n74c
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
17
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Logging/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0335
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3g2n99br
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
People
17
Comments:
Possibly Excelsior Redwood Co. woods. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

Among the Redwoods in California [Redwood Logging/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0337
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3k4002jz
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
People
17
Comments:
Possibly Vance woods. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Redwood Logging (skid road)/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0338
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t929006bc
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Roads
People
17
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)
[Undercut - redwood/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0339
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t4w1003b6
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
17
Comments:
(plate envelope)

[Large redwood undercuts/unknown/Large redwood logs] Unknown 1999.02.0342
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t358002b7
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
17
Comments:
(plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Bull Donkey logging/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0357
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t9g5006r6
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
16
Landscapes
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
17
Comments:
(plate envelope)

[Small crowd gathered around a beached ship] Unknown 1999.02.0358
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t238n987g
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Shipwrecks
People
Beaches
17

[Two men posing with a large steam donkey] Unknown 1999.02.0360
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t0j49n3s1
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8.5x6.5 in
15
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
17
[Two men standing beside a Y in the rail tracks] Unknown 1999.02.0361
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4s2003cg
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Railroads
People
17

[Several woods workers pose around a steam donkey] Unknown 1999.02.0365
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7z09n8zt
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8.25x6 in
None.
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
17

[Seven men posing with a large tree section in the woods] Unknown 1999.02.0371
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7c60055n
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
People
17

[Buggies, horses, and passengers on road in dense, lush forest] Unknown 1999.02.0374
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft038n96tp
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Roads
People
Animals
17

[Full body portrait of a young man] Unknown 1999.02.0375
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6r29n838
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
17
Comments:
8x10 originally - smaller due to breakage.
[A couple in an open auto on a country road] Unknown 1999.02.0376
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4489n69v
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Bridges
Roads
People
17

[Rustic building of stone and wood with man standing in doorway, another man nearby] Unknown 1999.02.0395
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft496n99rn
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Buildings
People
17
Comments:
Man in doorway may be Chinese.

[River valley with a farmstead] Unknown 1999.02.0399
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft658004d5
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Farms and farming
Landscapes
Rivers
17
Comments:
Possibly along the Trinity or Klamath Rivers.

[Train approaching trestle and where two men are standing] Unknown 1999.02.0402
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8c6005xb
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Autos
Bridges
Railroads
Buildings
People
17
Comments:
Possibly Warren Creek Road area.

Among the Redwoods in California Unknown 1999.02.0403
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8m3nb2rx
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Houses
Landscapes
Mills
17
[Beach and crashing surf] Unknown 1999.02.0407  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5x0nb0t1
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
  None.
  Seas
  Beaches
  17

{Three workers pose aroung a steam donkey in logged over hills} Unknown 1999.02.0410  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4d5n99tb
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
  Lumbering
  Steam donkeys
  People
  17

[Two men pose at work in a log pond] Unknown 1999.02.0411  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8z09n9kx
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
  Landscapes
  Lumbering
  Mills
  Rivers
  People
  17
  Comments:
  Possibly Scotia area.

[Close up of huge redwood logs in a log deck] Unknown 1999.02.0412  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0g5000ct
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
  Lumbering
  17

[Workers pose amid railroad flat car, steam donkey in heavily logged scene] Unknown 1999.02.0415  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3d5n994p
  Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
  Landscapes
  Lumbering
  Railroads
  Steam donkeys
  People
  17

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t3h4n995v

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in

None.
Forests and Forestry
Lumbering

17


http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t6199n7mz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in

94.
Forests and Forestry
People
Animals

17

**[Man in foreground with log piles and a mill behind him] Unknown 1999.02.0426 [1] **

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t5t1nb0rb

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in

None.
Lumbering
Mills
People

17

**[Man standing on a large log at a logging site] Unknown 1999.02.0428 [1] **

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t596nb0fd

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in

None.
Lumbering
People

17

**[Men posing at their work in a logging operation] Unknown 1999.02.0429 [1] **

http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/t1h4n97vm

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in

None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People

17
[Two horse drawn carriages crossing a wooden bridge] Unknown 1999.02.0430
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3b69n5qk
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Carriages
Bridges
Rivers
People
Animals
17

[Four men posing at the undercut of a large redwood tree] Unknown 1999.02.0433
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2489n4vj
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Lumbering
People
17

[Large rock with trees growing on and around it] Unknown 1999.02.0435
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6n39n802
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Landscapes
17
Comments:
Possibly Trinidad area.

[Ericson children in the redwoods/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0436
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3n39n605
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Children
17
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

[Group, most young, dressed in traditional Scandinavian clothing] Unknown 1999.02.0438
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3k4002kg
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Portraits - Group
Buildings
17
[Small railroad engine and log pulling equipment in a logging site] Unknown 1999.02.0439  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft658004fp

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
17

[Young child posing on tracks of a railroad bridge] Unknown 1999.02.0441  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1w1001jt

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Bridges
Railroads
Rivers
People
17
Comments:
Possibly Mad River.

[Three men pose at base of a large redwood stump] Unknown 1999.02.0443  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5h4nb0nt

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Lumbering
17

[Log ponds and mill in a forest setting] Unknown 1999.02.0445  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft287001p8

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Lumbering
Mills
17

[Three men pose on logs with an uncut forest behind them] Unknown 1999.02.0446  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0q2n979b

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Lumbering
People
17
[Dirt road and power lines through a dense forest] Unknown 1999.02.0448
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1k40016p
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Roads
17

[Man posing beside auto on dirt road in a dense forest] Unknown 1999.02.0449
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft838nb2f0
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in
None.
Autos
Forests and Forestry
Roads
People
17

[Four men, two with axes, starting an undercut] Unknown 1999.02.0457
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft4f59n6hx
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Lumbering
Portraits - Work place
17
Comments:
Person identities from Carranco & Labbe, Logging the Redwoods, p.20.

[Studio portrait of a young couple] Unknown 1999.02.0459
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft829005n7
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Couple
17

Indian of Humboldt, California Unknown 1999.02.0460
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6000047t
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
17

Indian Bullhead [Portrait of an elderly man] Unknown 1999.02.0466
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1b69n4c9
Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Portraits - Male
Indians
17
[In] the Redwoods in California [Eighteen oxen pulling logs] Unknown 1999.02.0469  
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5q5003v2

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in
None.
Bridges
Lumbering
Animals
17

[Church] Unknown 1999.02.0470  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6t1nb1dz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x7 in
None.
Churches
17

[Group of men & women on front porch of a humble home] Unknown 1999.02.0472  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5x0nb0vj

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Portraits - Group
Houses
17
Comments:
Emulsion separating from glass, portions missing. Possibly Trinidad area.

[Worker's homes, lumber stacks and a railroad car at a lumber mill] Unknown 1999.02.0473  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft7r29n8sx

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 5x8 in
None.
Homes
Mills
Railroads
17

[Two men posing at the base of a tree in a forest] Unknown 1999.02.0477  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2d5n98d1

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 6.5x8.5 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
Portraits - Male
17

[Men posing with logs on a long train load of old growth logs] Unknown 1999.02.0482  http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft3k4002m0

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Landscapes
Lumbering
Railroads
People
17
Region 17 Within Humboldt County

[Forest scene with two men on horseback and a man in a buggy] Unknown 1999.02.0483
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft2199n4tc

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
People
Transportation
Animals
17

[Steam donkey and crew in action at a logging site] Unknown 1999.02.0485
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0f59n3qb

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Lumbering
Steam donkeys
People
17
Comments:
Originally 8x10, now left side is missing.

[Man standing on road with logged over hillsides behind him] Unknown 1999.02.0491
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft367n98z9

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
18
Landscapes
Lumbering
17

[Man standing next to a redwood tree in a forest] Unknown 1999.02.0493
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft5r29n7cm

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Forests and Forestry
People
17

Region 18 Del Norte County

[Delia Albert, Lake Earl Indian/unknown] 1905[?] 1999.02.0008
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft9b69n9wz

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in
None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
18
Comments:
See Arcata Union October 17, 1908 in Finding Aid.
A Glimpse of the Ocean, California [Lovers Rock (Del Norte)/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0130 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft6489n7pm

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.
Beaches
18
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)

[Lighthouse at Crescent City] Unknown 1999.02.0207 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8h4nb2ng

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.
Seas
Crescent City
Lighthouses
18

[Delia - Lake Earl Indian/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0326 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft096n9702

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
18
Comments:
Possible dates: 1890, 1895, 1908. Daughter of George & Mary Albert. See: Arcata Union Oct. 17, 1908 in Finding Aid. Smithsonian Handbook vol.8 dates it as 1890. See also 1999.02.0465. (plate envelope, copy print/negative caption)

[Young Indian woman in traditional dress] Unknown 1999.02.0465 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft1s20019j

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 4.25x6.5 in

None.
Indians
Portraits - Female
18
Comments:
See also 1999.02.0326.

[Hobbs Wall Dock C. City/unknown] Unknown 1999.02.0488 http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft00000092

Physical Description: Photographic negative, glass, b & w, 8x10 in

None.
Seas
Crescent City
Piers & wharves
18
Comments:
(copy print/negative caption)